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THE CENTER*M(SSION STATEMENT-:'

.

The Center for Vocational Education's mission is to increase the
ability o? diverse agencies, institutions, and orgarilzatiops to-solve
educational problems relatinglo Individual career planning, prepara-
tioh, and progression. The Center fulfills its mission by:,. .

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and products - '-''''

4!

Evaluating individualprogram heeds and outcorne' )
. . .

Instalting educational programs and products

if Operating infdrmation systerhs and services

' Conducting leadership development and training programs
.
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FOREVVbRD TO.VOLUME 4

I

The Center for Vocational Education is continuing proaaMn:Itic research to develop more
effectiveprocedures for identifying valid and necessary curticulA content: One product of this
effort-isthe five-Volume description of procedures for. constructing task inventories surCeyirj thg
task Performance of occupations, and analyzing survey data to aid curriculum planiters and developers
in determining the appropriate performance.content for job training. Tile procedures are intended to

-be of value to both occupational curriculum personnel and those persons concerned with non-Curriculum
issues of occupational description and updating of jobcontent information.

This so of procedures revises and considerably expands upon an earlieryersion of task inventory
and survey procedures in The Center's report authored by William Melching and Sidney Borcher, R&D
Series No. 91, Procedures for constructing and using task inventories, March 197g. Tne initial pro -'
cedures profited greatly and 'drew heavily from the report by Joseph Morsh and #Nayne Archer at the
USAF Personnel arch Laboratory, Procedural guide for conducting occupational, surveys in the
United States Air orce. Center develppment,of the inventory. and survey Proeess s concentrated
on their adaptation to purposes of helping in the deriv. ationg curriculum content. his adaptation
haS included greater concern for how a task is stated, what k information shOuld e obtained, and
how to use this task information in selecting/he more relevant and critical content that warrants con-
sideration as a learning objective.

The total-set of volumes in this series consists of the following titles':
e

Volume 1: lntioduction.

Volume 2: "Stating the tasks of the job.

Volume, .3: identifying releVant job performance.

Volume 4: Deriving performance requirenignts for training.

Volume 5: Processing survey data' 'Technical appendices.

This focus upon the performance content of specific occupations is paraileito The Center's con-
. cern for Itheconceptuarand affi.ctive content of training, as published in earlier replirts, R&D Series

No. 98 and 05.. Results of several research applications of,portions of the process as it was being
developed are published as R&D Series No. 86, 87, 88, 108, 109, and 110. Currently-t4iiway is an
exploratory study of mrcire generally applicable skills that may be used in different occupational areas
as well as within a particular occupation. Such occupationally transferable kills or campetencies"

:would seem to be issefiil complements to the'present concern for job -specific content.

I 1.
la Volume 4, Deriving Performance Requirements for Training providesia companion set of pro-

cedures to accompany the survey steps of Volume 3. These additional stops are used to seek informa-
tion for making.ctriculum content depisions, along with the Volume 3 steps pertaining to the

,
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job-reievance pf task activities. Supplement ng the relevance information, the companion proctlures
of/Volume-4 are of use to curriculum developers in deriving or verifying the appropriat task co tent
of training progitams. Asdescribed in this volume, the pro edures are rocu\ed on pre-e ployme* t
preparation, serving to prepore an individual for employmen n a particular otcupation. k

,

The procedures benefit from a variety of reported research studies and experienced of many er:
sons over the last several years, notably that work sponsored and conductecPby the USAF Person e1
Research J..aboratory. There also has been extensive input from thce ntanQ vocationaPeducatoti.
curriculuitisievelopers, occupational instructors, employers, job superihsors;ind workers. themselves
who have iken involved in various aspects of trying out different portions of the process reported \
here.

Of particular note are the individuals in 27 cooperating business and service fens Who respond
to the Employer Expectation Questionnaires, as well as ourriculum officials in 27 public ancj privite
postsecondary-schoolsyvho completed the Curriculum Content Questionnaires. *Together they per- '

formed most effectitly in providing the necessary training content data that served asihe criterion...2
for establishing efficient task selection procedures. Supporting ,the development of these question-
Relies was useful consulting advice by Jerome Moss, Robert Miller, Coit Butler, Douglas Sjogren, and
Nevin Frantz. Within the project staff, the-procedures of this volume benefitted from the advice and
assistance of Frank Pratzner, Allen Wiant, Winston Horne, and, Keith Wideman. Dr. Pratzner wad
director of the R&D program in which the five volumes of this set were developed. The work of
which this volume is a part was sponsored by the Education and Work Group of the National
Institute of Education, with Robert Stump serving as Project Officer.

* -
-&intinued improvement can be anticipated as wider experience is gained in the implementation

of task inventories and occupational surveys. It is hoped the present procedural descriptions may bb
of immediate use and value in aiding and promoting such implementation. By such Means there 1.

should be increasing assurance that curriculums and instruc'Iioial materials rovide for those things
most appropriately learned in a training program, and that students Will be I arning skills which are
impqrtant to and required for effective job performance.

Robert E. Taylor;
Executive Director
Center for Vocational'EdLication
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Expanding upon the Volurrie 3 procedures for conducting an occupationsal) survey of task per
formance, the companion effort described in Volume 4 adds elements to produce an information.
base for use in making certain decisions about curriculum content. The intent is to narrow and
focus the curriculum specialist's attention on those tasks and task areas where more detailed descrip-
tion and analysis is most warranted for curriculum development purposes.

The purpose of this section of the process is to identify job performance content that is most k
essential for consideratiOn in training programs preparing individuals for an occupation prior to regular
employment at such work. The,process uses an empirical base of timely performance data and judg-
ments provided by persons close to the current performance situation; that it, by workers and super-
visors who as a group are representative of a wide scope of work situations.

Currulum content is identified by this process on the basis both of its inclusion and its emphasjs
in a training program. "Inclusiora''' is concerned with whether each particular task of an occupation
should or should not receive some consideration in the currieururn. "Emphasis",is goneerned with the
level of development pf taskperfOrmance abittty and With what particular noti-performance features,
if any, are espeitially important for training atiention. Thus, curricular emphasis pertains both to the
degree and areas of task competency interideellp be acquired by students. -4/

. ,

ion are eperationalized in the present procedures,
Irclusiort and degree of, rphasis. Though suggestions are

procedures for this latter component cannot at this time

These components of content identifi
particularly concN)tratingpri the issues of
presented for 'de-Allying /eas of emphas

I
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bees fully recommended. Furt er development and trYoUt of area identificetion procedures would
be useful. However, the presen suggestions shoUld bethelpful to curriculum developers in the interim.

r .

. ' t. .

, Basically, this procedure, or curriculum content ident*cation uses field data about each'possibie

f v.!
.4triik of an occupation to answ r two questions: 10

.t
, -

1. , Of the tasks that e relevant tocthe occupation, which should be included in the intended
. ' : training curricula. ? ....

I..

2. For a taskthat is to be included, what should be etnphasizeckin-theatraining of treat task?

This second ques;ion has several respects to it. Shquld student; acquire a basic ability to perform
the task, pr should the s bject be limied to certain background knowledge or introduetpr'y concepts?
Or, should/both task pe rmance ancirelated technical knowledge be involved? '4f actual ability to
perforrh the-task is to e intended, should the training include development of proficiency fpper-
form to standards of s eed,accuracy arid/or ex iletice?

I

It 'is presumed t at Performance compite cy for some tasks idbetter acquired through job
experience, whereas for other tasks a high lev of proficiency may be expected taresult from the
training program. I some cases the student ay only heed to be aware that a task is part of thip
occupation, with a very general knowledge f how it is to be performed. Or, perhaps, the task itself
is riot critical for airing; but the operatic or use of a machine: tool, instrument, or other device
that aids'and supports task performance s ould be the kicus of the learning. The same might Pe true
ofiCertain specie ized technical, knowledge havin9 Practical use to workers in the effective job per-
'fel-mance of a t sk.

Identification of these curriculum Content factors for each job-relevant task is the purpose
(of

the procedures in this volume. Should anytking about the-task be taught at,a11; and, if so, what? ,

Ig

i ,
Together with these questionscurricUlum pranners and developers have another concern. It

sometimes becomes unreasonable to includeeverything in the curriAtlurri that might be relevant and

'useful. If due to limitatig,ns 43 time,or resources some content Must be omitted from a particular
training program how can the actual content and the omitted portions be communicated to stu-
dents, employers, and responsible policy agencies? The procedures in this volume provide one means
for repining the intended training content for each task of an occupation. , :

. ,

.

All of the 'procedural steps Of Volume 3, except Step 18 (Cluster Workers Into Job Types), are -

appropriate to the deriving of jail perform'ance requirempfs for training. It is presumed that a single

occupation or job type has been /defined for the focus °dile occupationalsurvey.

Volume 4 here conveys procedures and guidelines for adding to the questionnaire survey and ,
analysis processes. Essentially additional task questions are to be included in the Task Inventory
Questionnaires (TIQ), to be a ministered along with those describld in VoluMe 3. A process is
then described for Aing all o this survey data to select tasks for inclusion in tr . . Portiondof
the resulting summary data re then used to identify the performance level go whic h task should
be developed. Instructions nd examples are giSen on how to state these conclusions in the form of
Terminal Performance Ob ctives (TPOs), which serve go record and communicate to others the

derived curriculum cont t As mentioned previously above, a suggestion-13also given for expanding
TPO.statements to incl e appropriate emphases for areas of task competency. Additionally, a sug-

gestion is made for inc ing significant technical concepts that may warrant wining in the context

8
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of certain task performance4pFigure 1 depicts-the sequence and campbnent steps Of these activities.
'Procedural stepsare consecutively, numbered to follow those described in Volume 3. The are
grouped for convenience under' three major activity headings. , ti

As with the task questions dealing with job-relevancy, several options are presented for types
of questionnaire surveys. These optibni serve to Accommodate various special situations and circum-
stances in which 'an occupaytional survey may need to be conducted.

For establishing pre-eropldyment training content, it' is'important that Worker questionnaires
be administered to persons having some but not exterisive amounts bfwork experience in the occu-
patiorj Supervisors should beinstructecrto focus theirfatings on such a vsiorkeE.population. It is
this feature of attending toe particular type of worker (as informant or as the focus of other , dges)
that perniits task relevancy and significance to be effective indicators of appropriate training content.

It should be'cautioned that these pcoCedures for derivingtraining content-are not infallible. The
procedures, though effective and efficient for a variety of occupations, do yield an element of poten-
tial error,in selecting or rejecting tasks jortraining. The erroris minimal, and tends to occur in regard
to tasks which, are near the dividing point between the need and non-need for training attention. Re-
sults should always be examined and reviewed for apparent errors.. Information from other sources
aviilabletd traininggencies, beyond that collepted fr6m workers and supervisors by the Task
Inventory Questionnaires, can bring additional facts to bear upon the curriculum content decisi.'
The value of the present procedures is that they systematically .obtain and use specific informatio/1
from the field to identify and resolve many of the content inclusion and emphasis decisions,lreeing
the curriculum planner and 'developer to concentrate further attention on fewer points.

Another caution, to be understood is that the curriculum content identified is not sufficient
in itself to prepare actualJesson plans nor to design specific leqfniridexperiences. The resulting
Tqrrninal Performance objectives point the direction and footis attention on the importanttraining
re4Uirements. It is assumed that reaming and subject matter specialfststan readily provide the balance
of detailed information about task procedures and the necessary.enablipg knOwledges and skills for
each identified training requirement. Where such information is not available, then 'task description
and analysis studies maybe concluaed 4or that particular tasks. Techniques for'conducting such
studies are contained in a variety of other. referfnce sources, with approaches differing as a function
of the type of work performance or knowledg content that is civracteristic of aparticular task. ,

Detailed task analysis procedures are beyond the scope of the present plbcedures, though the
Terminal Performance Objectivesdo serve-to fociis such analyses upon the key areas of a task that
most warrant attention in subsequent task analyses.

,
6
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Procedures described for this activity serve to expand the planning of occupational surveys to
include designs am/Analyses that are useful for selecting what job performance content should be
included in pre-e6iploymegwaining programa: r-These proceduresbuild upon the identification of
task relevance to an occupaM, as described in Volume 3. They are intended to be accomplished
concurrently with survey planning in Activity D when curriculum content selection is the purpose
Of the survey. There are three procedural steps described here, paralleling Steps 8, 10, and 11:

pp Step 22: Deterpine What Task Information Is Needed

Step 23: .Determine What Data Summaries and Analyses Are Needed

11111. ,Step 24: Design Questronhaire Format and Forms

STEP 22: DETERMINE WHAT
TASK INFORMATION IS NEEDED

,
kTask questions for selecting training con t. In Step 8 of Volume 3 questions were introduced

regaining the occurrence (Questions.1 and 2),8Ad the significance (Questions 3and 4) of doe:tasks of
an Ocmpeition. These were arranged in five different types of survey'questiOnneinite. Typo A, B,
C, D, and E.

,r
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Type
Workers Supervisors

Group 1 - Group 2 Group 1 Group 2

A

B

C

D

E

Questi 3

Questel
Question 1

Question 1 f4

Question 1

Question, 3

Question 3

Question 2

o Question 2

Question 2

Question 4

.

,Question 4

For use in selecting performance content for training, two versions of ran additional task ques-
tidn are to be added in various ways to these questionnaire options. Using question numbers di-
lowing those,cited in Volume 3, tfiese 'additional questions are:.'., . i ,

( 6. Learning Locatiim (asked of workers) - .
40

t.

-Where should the main effort be made to learn each of the tasks of the job?

7. Learning Location tasked of supervisors)

Where should the n3a/eff ort be made to learn each of:the tasks of the job?-
'

Instructions and response scales for these questions are illustrated in Step 24.

It is useful to distinguish whether Questions 6 and 7 are to be -administered along with a relevance
questiori on Task Occurrence (Question 1 or 2), or along witt a relevance question on the Extent the
Task Is Part of the Position/Job (Question 3 or 4). To make this distinction; Questions 6 and 7 when

th Question 3 or 4 are labeled here as Questions 6A and 7A, respectively)

Of several possible questions tried out in developing these.procedures, the Learning Location
question produced consistently high accuracy and group reliabiliiy in identifying appropriate training
content when used along with questions ohkask relevance. Questions 6 and 7 are essentially inter-
changeable in their effectiveness. When uted iiiconjunction with Question 3data(Extent Task Is
a Part of the Position), they yield a composite measure of appropriate training content. Overall, when
applied to several kinds of occupations, that measure was highly effectiVe and useful.

-

.1 These results were confir-med in a study of 540 tasks, 1130 in each of three diverse'occupations.,
I Multiple combinations of data from seven distinctly drtferent kinds of task qUestions were compared

against criterion training content established for each occupation. This criterion content was gen'erafed
by a composite of task judgments thaf represente&both (a) the expectations of employers, and (b) the
task content of we41-established and accredited postsecondary schools offering such occupational
preparation. Refer to Technical Appendix B of Volume 5 for a summary of this study.

, 0

' For those readers familiar with the previous occupational survey reports of Center R&D Series
'No..108, 109, and 110, Question 6A hereis identical tb Question 12 in the re-ports, while Question 7
corresponds to the previous Question 13.

ti

4
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STEP 22:
TASK

INFORMAMN

It may be presumed that this particular combination of quAtioris served so well because each
uestionrequirebl the raters to combine a number of faCtors and considerations in their mind and
en provide a single summary rating, The two types of measures were only moderately correlated
ith each other. Addition of any other task information, despite the logic and rationale of such

'addition, tended only to reduce theaccuracy of content identification when averaged across the three
ryout occupations, or, at best, added only a verysmall increase in accuracy. In fact, the combined

;Question 3 and 6/7 Measures appear so robust,regardless of which group of respondents or which
! relevance measures are used, that good results can be anticipatedby any combination of Significance
and Learning LOcation questions, whether answered by workers or supervisors. However, it would
be wise to monitor the results of applying these questions to a variety of other types of occupations.
At this point in our knowledge, they are the best we can 'recommend for general use with different
sorts of jobs, r

Question 4 (Extent Task Is Part of the Job) is a logical extension of Question 3, to provide more
optiOns for data gathering. But, its actual effectiveness has not yet been tried out and assessed. It.
does, however, appear to have merit for use in situations wherworkers just are not available to pro-
vide knowledgeable answers to Question 3.

Ai. Some other task questions that%have been used at various times by others to identify tasks im
portant for training are noted in the Appendix. nose are in addition to those cited in Volume 3,
which also have on occasion been used as the basiewfor making training content decisions. The merit
and use of such other task questions remains a meaningful research issue. The studies underlying the
process described in this volume did assess several of these other questions. Though some were of
value in relation to one type of occupation, they generally did not serve well enough across several
occupational types tube considered of generalizable usefulness: In some instances, certain measures
may prove effective, but the number of responses per task would need to be infeasibly large to pro-
duce stable and'reliable Apup date..Additional research on this problem is currently underway at
the Occupational and POOpoWer Research' Division (Ay HR L/AFSC) 9f the U.S. Air Force.. The
reader should be alert to their research findings as they become available.

Questionniire optioni for surveying a single occupation. Questionnaire Types A, 8, D, and E
(but not TIN C) serve as the basis for adding Questions 6 and Tto the Task Inventory Questionnaires.
Under Condition I las defined in Volume3), fou'r expandedsTIO types are possible. Two, use the
earlier Type A' as tlieir basis; and the otner two usethe earlier Type B. Type G was not considered
appropriate as a basis, since no confirmatory relevance data are obtained from supervisors.

.Type K, using Question 6A with workers, added to Question 3 of Type A,

Type L, using 6uestion 7 with immediate supervisors, added toQuestion 2 of Type A.

Type M, using Question 6 witlicworkers, added toiestion 1 of Typsikir

Type N, using Question 7 with immediate supervisors, added to Question of Type B.

Under Conditions .11 and III (as described in Volume3, Step 8) two parallel survey types can
possibly be used. .

Type 0, using Question 7 with immediate supervisors, added to Question 2 of Type D.

TyPe P Using Question 7 with immediate supervisors, added to Question 4 Of Type E.

These six expanded TIO types are summarized in Figure 2, along with a brief indication of when
each might be usk&There is no one type that is right for all occasions, though Type N would likely

13
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Summary of Questionnairelypes for Surveying !ask Selection Surveys:

Condition

Comparable
Relevance

TIO 'Type

Selection

TIQ Type

.? Workers Supervisors

Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2

I 'A

K

L.

_J Questions 3-6A

Question 3

,

.

i

Question 2

. .-

Questions 2-.

.

.

4

M

N

.

Questions 1=6

'''..,

-
Question 1

Question 3

Question 3
.

Question 2

.

Questions 2-7

,
s,'

.

)

.

.

II
,

.
0

t

Question 1
.
.. .

- l .

.

. .
.

Questions 2-7 Question 4a

a

'III
.

,

E

... ',P
1.-

,-'
..

Question 1 . ' ,

7,

. .

Questions 4-7Ab

_

.

. .

aor, use of Questions 2.13:
'or, altenutiv ute cif Questions 2413.

- Recommeisdad'Options for Different LeveltOf Available Respondents:/ 0.

4

$S-

Availability of Immediate Supervisors
44,

4

, Availability of Workers *, Very Many and Many and Few or Linsiteelm.

, AO
..

N Knowledgeable Knowledgeable Knowledge

a , . .
Very Many and Experienced , Type N , Type N type M

, SSW ,,

Many and Experienced Type

'Relatively F4

44.

Type Type K

Type 0 Type P
None

Appropriate

Figure 2 Summary of questionnaire options for surveying both task relevance and

'training need in a.deemed qtacupation.
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STEP 23: ,
DATA

SUMPAARIeS

be the mOre commonly applicablelversiOn. It is usually preferable to obtain esponses to Question 1..as it, by itself, is a more accurate measure of task non-relevance for training tirposes than are .Questions 2, 3, or 4 by themselves. NOTE: Since Types 0.and involve t application of the 'I, untested Question 401eir effectiveness remains uncertain at this time.2
, . ,Types 1< and-M will be

.
most useful when time of, supervisors to aniw r questionnai6es

iis
hardto obtain,.or when supervisors may be asked to ratemore than'one occup tion. Type L will be most

useful when worker time to answer questibnnaires is hard to obtain. Use ype P When supervisors
have sufficient time to Ospond to bothQuestions 4 and 7A since this is more lengthy combination
of questions) and when worker time to answer is hard to obtain. Type also requireSmore'time forworkers to respond. If job relevancy is not in doubtkfor an. occupation's, ask listing,,then Type M 'can be modified to Omit supervisor responses, of Type() Can bfiirnodifieid to omit worker fesponses.

. ,. . ,
die

I

STEP' 23: DETERMINE WHAT. DAT
SUMMARIES AND ANALYSES Al NEEDED

41..
. .Summary descriptive data...Pfintout foripats of-summary descri tive data for the Learning .

Location questions are illustrated ?ri Tables A-6 and A-7 of Volume 5. These illustrations are for a
secretarial ocCupationi,reproduced from 1974,ei'ght-state survey (Ammerman,,Piatznert & BUrgin,1975). Table A-6,dafa represent responses on Question 6 where workers iituswpr Yor411 tasks after
answering significance Question 3. Table A-7 data representtesponses on ittilistion.7:41KieYe super-
visors answer only fOr taskscheckekt on occurrence Question 2. The.scsaie values and ategories for the.. aquestions are based on the response categories showily in the fiqueesaccompanyillig.Step 24-. , '. . . 1 ' o , ' 1. ' s ', . . . .

From the values noted in compVring Tables A:6 and A-7 of Volume 5, it is obvious that many
. _ . ...

persons will suggest a learning location on Chlestions 6A or7A, even though these seine rfiersons ..,. ,.
. indicate.on significance Questions-3 or,4 that thetas 'is not part-6f theposition Or job. No attempt
is made in the summary of these data to restrict the Learning Location answers toonly these tasks ,
which respondents indicate ire of some significance on Questirin 3 or 4., SuCh Festriction is made,
however, for sumfnaries of Learning Location when answered along witKoccurrence Question 1 or 2.

.'.. \ ,Data analyses intended,/ In- addition to the possible analysesso4 descriptive task-relevence date' .cited in Volume 3 (Step 10),,fbr a singleoccupation, cbmparableenalyses for 'Learning Location
questions are also- aPpronrir. Guidelines for doing this remain essentially tKe sarrie as incise given, ,in Step 20, Volume 3.

. . _. I ,
' °The pr mary addition to the data analyses Is the ule of the task data to select job pertormahce

content tha is appropriate for inclusiOn in training programs. SpeificdiredionsfOr doing this are ..
4 .given in Ste s 25 and 26. 0. . ,

. . ... .
.-r r -,,,, .,

. . ,

, =For those readers who would prefer not to use,Question 4 until its effectiveness has been
assessed in a field tryout, ari alternate question may be substituted. This lea measure of Job Impor,
tance, identified as Question 13 in the Volume 5 computer.programs. It is adininistered in association
with Qiiestion 2, such thatratings need only be given to tasks checked by stiervisors as a desired and

) expected part of the occupation. Steps-25 and 26 include directions for using Job IniportWee data
in selecting tasks and deterMining their level of training developplent. The qoestion format and
response scale are cited in tile Vfilume 3 Appendix. , i ./

15' .
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STEP 24:. IGN QUESTIONNAIRE
febtiMAT/AND FORIP01'

F.

,Expanding pon the procedures and forrris given ir8Ste13 of Volume 3, the new task ques-

tions are to be ded to The relevance question that respondents answer the relevance' issues .

before answer' g any additional question. No one respondent should be asked to ratetaskscon-mote

than two qu tions.

, .

By pl ing relevancy questioni first, respondents may cOncentrate on reading and understanding

quest may then be more complex,'since prior task familiarity will permit grea er concentrationthe task ptements while answering-a question koutivhich there-is ready The second

t*

on ans Bring theouesiion. Ali answers should be given to the first questioh before,beginning to

ratee Ii task on the second question. This helps prevent prior responses to a-task,from unduly

inf I encing answers given on the second question. Relevancy Questions 3 and 4 are particularly

su eptible to infl1hcing answers on subsequent questions. Packaging survey questionnaires in

e units and Sequences noted in.Figure-2 for a particular expanded TIQ type will help accommodate

ese concerns. -.

The Learning Location questionenswered along with-Question -1 or 2 (Task Occurrence)/would

be packaged as one questionnaire booklet per respondent. Answeripaces for all twestispnp would

be located down the right-hand column opposite each task.

When the' Learning Location odestion is used alorig with Questions 3 or 4 (Extent the Task Is

Part of 'the Position/Job), the questiOrmaire should be packaged 'two separate booklets. The4irst

booklet lists the tasks, the sorrel provides directions and ariswerptteets for two task'questions. This

allows a person to view the task statements directly opposite each answer page.

Forhe'two packaging methods described above, below are suggested the sequences

ing individual bookletsiusing Group,1 Workers, TIQ Types M anil K, as examples)

a.,
2.,

Single Booklet

Cover, With Respondent Code
Brief Introduction

Purpose & Intended y.ses
to, Supporting`Agencie

Need-for VolVntafy
. Resrnse )

General Directions
'3. Background Information
4. Checklist of Equipment Used

(optional) .

5. Directions foEach Question
6: List of Tails, With Answer

Space for Questipns 1 and7
7. Reaction Page .

Other styles of packaging-may be found to be
for strth other packaging styles should be to

for assembl-

1st Booklet

1. Cover, With Respondent Code ,

'2. Brief Introduction ,

3. Background Information
it, 4. Checklist of Equipment Used (optional)

5. stist of Tasks

. 2nd Booklet

1. Cover, With Respondent Code
2. Directions for Question 3
3. Answer Sheets for Question 3
4. Directions for Question 6A -
5. Aniwer Sheets for Question:46A-
6. Reaction Page

advantageous in particular situations. However, goals
(a) minimize Complexitylor the respondent, (b) minimize

16
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s.

.

.
4 ri .

$ '''

) . -
I

,
.

effort require:Ito record answers, (c) encourage completion of one question over all tasks before
answering"thernext question, (d minimize oppotunity.forerrori in marking answers, and (e) simplify
the=pFocess oY IceypunChinginswers onto data processing cards. .. .

Suggested instructions and alWer section formats for Questions 6A and 7 are given in Figures.

,

STEP 24:- .

T10 FORMS

3,,4, 5,rand 6. "

. .
This section on format and forms is'intended td conv,ey guidelines if other task questions should

,beised instead of.onin addition to the ones given here. Several possibilities may be rioted in the
Appendices of Volumes 3 and 4. This issue of selecting tasks for training is not a doted book. The
area is onlybeginni to be intiestigatecl through Yystematic -research.

4 ....
. . .

Auditingand coding df completed questionnaires are mych,,the same as described in Step 17 gf
I' Volume 3.' The significant additionis that of identifying two-digiftocks for thenew tasKquestions.

),Sommlary descriptive data would be proc#ssed along with that described in Step 19 of Volume;
3,,,to reflect printout tallies as illustrated in Vdlume 5, Technical,Appendix A. Coding of responses'
to Learnin§ Location is described in Volume 5, Technical Appendix A.

p

.4

'10

4 y

4

.
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1

VI

DIRECTIONS FOR REPORTING QUESTION S
WHERE EACH ACTIVITY SHOULD BE LEARN EID "Learning

Location" 6A
(Please read this page carefutly and completely)

.
1. 'From yoUr total exPertence as a G enerarSecretary (with present,Shd previous employers), judge where

each job activity should be learned. That ie, where should a General Secretary make the main effoit to.
.learn what needs to be known about'each activity?

2. This judgment shotild take into consideration where it is most useful, most feasible, and most practical
fOr such learning_ to occur, under realistic circumstances. Do not let your judgment be overly influenced
by the location or nature of such training that you may have received. Instead, decide where you feel
the training wouldbest be accomplished for future persons wanting to become quay ied in General
Secretary positions like those in your office.

3. On the attached Answer Sheets (having a "6A" printed in the upper right corner), circle ,Xhe appropriate
answer to the right of thelitem number for eactektivity. Use that category which best represents where .
you feel the main learning effort slirtild be located f br, that activity. Chobse your answers from the'
fo lowing categories: .

r

I

PRIOR to enrollment in a forroal job training program (such as in,gradeAchool, at home,
or in other instructional programs).

In a formal TRAINING program or school, before regular ethp loyMent in the job'.

= On SITE (such as 6y job experience after employment, on-the-job training, apprentice-
ship, self-training, or ill local .traming courses after employment as a General Secretary).

Through prior employment EXPERIENCE in a ielated dr fower entry occupation Wilt
not experience in other General Secretary positions).

THER: (Please write your judgment of Ihe proper learning location on the reverse
side o .ge, indicating the item number).

= There is NOTHItil-G-that new General Secretaries wou
(such as when it is not part of the job, or there is nothing of any real substance to learn).

I

The "N"Tategory should be used Tor those activities that you betieve.are not part of the job of ,
General Secretaries. For instance, some activities on the list may be appropriate.on14 for Legal
Secretaries, Exedutive Secretaries, Office Managers, General Office Clerks, Receptionists, Clerk-
Typists, or other, such related jobs in the general fields of secretarial science and office occupations.

Thank you for your participation in this stay.

-; Figure 3. - InstructiOn sheet for auestion 6A (workers), This reflectl use with 11.
Question 3. For use with supervisors, Question IA instructions would
be modified to reflect judgments of where each task should be learned,
bated on the supervisor's total experience in employing and super.- .-

visirig such workers.
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'STEP 24:
T1Q FORMS

r

.01.1ESTION #

"Fr:ing" 6AL on

USE TH S ANSWER SHEET FOR REPORTING WHERE
EACH ACTIVITY SHOULD BE LEARNED

Circle one Category for each Activity. the orie category which indicates where you believe future
General Secretaries should learn what they will need to know abdut the Activity. Use reverse side
of the answer sheet for writing comments if you use category "0.".

1'

Key to abbreviations:-

P =
T =
S =

1

. I4eni

11, P

2.' P

3. P

. 4* P
5..P
6. P

7. P.

8. P

9. P

10. P

1 1 . P

'12.,P
'13. P

14.,..13
'05. P

PRIOR to training program.
In 4tiormal TRAINING program
On SITE, after employment.

E = Related employMent EXPERIENCE
0 = OTHER Icomnfentg on reverse side). -'
N = There is NOTHING to learn.

r 1389e l'--- page 2

Locations Item. Locations

T S E 0 N 16. P TS EONTS 4E0 N 17. P T S E 0 N
T 'S E i d ,.N 18.' P TS EON

4 T 'S E 0 N 19 .. P T S E 0 N .-,
T S EON 20 P T ,S E 0 N

T S E 0 N 21. P T S E '0 N

T S E ..., 0 N 22. P T S E 0 N

T S E 0 N 23 P TS EON;
T ,.S E 0 N 24. P' T S E 0 N

T S E. 0 li N 25 P TS EON
T S E 0 N 26. P TS EON

PTS E 9 N 27 P T 'S E 0 NTS EON ..";28. P TS EON
. $TS EON .. -

29 P T 'S E''' 0 N
T S E 0 N 30 P T 'S- E 0 N

net

Figure 4: Answer section-format for Question A. `This 'answer section would appear .

- Separately from the listing of tasks, using a second T10 booklet (oh Type X).

19 ".
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DIRECTIONS FOR REPORTIk,
-HERE EACH ACTIVITY SHOULD B _LEARNED

(Please rathi page carefully and completely)

QUESTION #
"Learning
Location"

\

1. From y ur total experience in employing and supervising General Secretaries, judge where each job

activit that you checked on Question 2 should be learned. "That is, where should a General Se'cretary

make he main effort to learn what needs to be known about each expected activity?

2. Thi judgment should take into consid ation where it is most useful, most feasible, and most practical

for such learning to occur, under realist' rcumstances. DQ,not let your judgment be overly. influenced

the Ibcation or nature of such tramin that you or your workers may have received. Instead, decide

where you feel the training would best be accomplished for future persons wanting to become qualified
in General Secretary positions like those in your office.

3. Circle the appropriate answer to the right of each activity. Use that category which best represents

where Vou feel the main learning effort should be located for that activity. Do not grve answers for
activities you haven't checked in the booklet asapppropriate. Please mark an answer for all

4. Choote your answers from the following categories:

P r--- PRIOR to enrollment in a formal job training program (such as in grade school, at home

or in dther instructional progiams.

T In a formal4TFIAINING program or school, before regular employment in the job.

S = On SITE (such as'by job experience after employment, onthe-job training, apprentice-
ship, self-training; or'in local training courses after employment as a General Secretary).

E = Through,prior employment EXPERIENCE in .a related or lower entry occupation (but
not 2xperience in other General Secretary positions).

0 OTHER:- (Please write your judgment of the'prbper learning location on the reverse

side of the answer page, indicating the item number).

N = There is NOTHING of any real substance that new General Secretaries would need to

learn about the activity.

Thank you for your participation in this study.

Figure 54 Instruction sheet for Question 7 (supervisors). This reflects usewith
Question 2. For use with workers, Question 6 instructions.should be
modified to reflect judgments based on the total job experience of the

individual worker.

20 23
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ST 24:
l'10 FORMS

LIST OF ACTIVITIES

for

General Secretaries

(Activities are grouped under.12 general duty areas)

.

DUTY A: ORGANIZING AND PLANNING
ACTIVITIES -/

it Arrange itineraries for speakers, salesmen,
and others.

2. Arrange for training aids, facilitties, and
- equipment.

3. COmpile one report ftom numerous small
ones. -

4. Decide on least expensive and most desirable
way to communicate (telegram, long distance
calk etc.). '

_ CIRCLE O .one category:

P = PRIOR to training
T = Formal TRAINING program
S = On SITE, after employment

!Check d E = Related work EXPERIENCE
if part of 0 = OTHER,(write location)
job r N = NOTING TO LEARN

5. Develop procedures for the maintenance
of news, files ard reference libraries.

6. Draft And submit job description.

7. Draft policy recommendations for submission
to higher authority.

Draft recommended changes to -handbooks,
manuals, publications, and forms.

9. Establish operating procedures for suspense
files.

10:. Establish procedures for the distributiOn
of forms, reports, and publications.

P T S E 0 N
4

S E N.

P T S E 0 'N

P °T S E 0 N

P T S E, 0 N,
T S E 0 N'

P T S EON

P TS E 0 N.

12 T5 EON
P T .5 EON

Figure 6. ) Answer section format for Question 7.
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4

ACTIVITY PROCESSING'
SUAVEY DATA

(AtIDITIONSTO ACTIVITY F

ADDITIONS TO SURVEY
PLANNING& DESIGNING

Task Information

Data Summaries

Formats and Forms

Steps 22, 23, 24

Near-Future Jbb
Changes & Trends

Local Employment
Situation

.

ADDITIONS TO THW PRO-
CESSING OF SURVEY DATA

Selection Rule;

"Level of Development

Steps 25, 26

* Modifications

Step 27

.

S.
.

1

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES..4TP0s1

I Technical-Concepts I

Warotinting Trainingr..._-+,=====,:==-91
ii J

.1r; .E, pa Id 141 TPOBdS4C TPO Statements
St,Itetilent) 6

Step 28 ---,I-1 JI
" Task Areas for

ItSpecial Emphasis I

in Training
r

Activity I adds three completely new procedural steps to those previously cited in Activity F of
Volume 3. These new steps pertain to theactual identification of what lob performance content (of
that identified as job-relevant by Activity F procedures),most warrant attention by pre-employment
training programs, and their apprOpriate levet of development upon completioh of training.

110o,
Step 25: Select Tasks That Warrant Training Consideration

Step 26: Identify Level ofTask Development
4

110Step 27: Modify Task Performance Selections Or Levels-
,

Sir! 25: SELECT TASKS THAT
WARRANT TRAINING CONSIDERATION

After group summarata are available for Sn occupation, the next step is to use that data to
determine for each task whether it is important to be considered in training. The rules employed
here for doing this are based on (a) task relevance, (b) significance to the job to be performed, and
(d.judgment as to whether formal schooling before employment is the appropriate place to learn
what needs to be learned. These variables are as measured by various combinations of duestigns
1-4 and 6-7, depending on the TICLiype used. f
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The survey data contain a nurnbei, of measures on each task, Those measures usedln selecting
tasks for training are:

,

.
From QuestiOrt 1

(01:%)

Frac(' uestion 2

the perdent of Group 1 Workers cheC*ing theta task is performed:

(02:%)

From QUestion 3
403:X)-

From Question 4
(Q4:X) ,

.From Questigi 6.
or 9".

-4Q6:T.%)
(QeIA:T%)

From Question-7
or 7A the peirent of Group 1 Sujoervisors suggesting that the main learning

(Q7:T%)
1(07A:T%)

the percent/of Group 1. Superjiso `rss_checking that a task should be
performed by their workers,' . I.

the.averive (mean) of ratings given by Workers answering the
qui:astir:i

*
for a particular task.

they rage (mean) al ratings given by 5gpervisors artawering the
question for a particular task. W r.

theipercent of Group 1"Workerssuggestingthat the main learning
lochtion be a formal Training Program or schOol before employment.

ovation be a formal.Training Program or school before employment.

t
The basic stages of this selection process, using these task measures, are:

M

nonrelevatit for training purposes if any pair of the Question 1 or
ries, or of the Question 3 or 4 average ratings, reflect little performance

.";( likelihood or indicatee general absence of job significance.

-"SARIN:1TE
rati

fpeccent
iStif
SP*

PE4

*flat*

4. CONS1

. ,
ICTION COEFFItLENTS fot the remaining tasks on the basis of signifi-

.

ion 3 or:4)1%nd straining program percentages (Question 6, 6A, 7, or
ining Ptograms as the learning location).. These predicted values pro-

'ntiiying.the appropriate Level of task development in Step 26.

portant for training any task with'a predicted value reflecting a task
both a moderately lowoignificance rating (on Question 3 or 4) and a

cool training percentage .(on Oueition 6, 6A, 7, Or 7A).
V

se

data. Volume 5 describes the computer
sent empiricallyiestalifished points whic
training content established in earlier stud
derived from the same earlier studies.

kiting tasks as important 'for some inclusion in .training.

' 0
.. f

lc questions, vel4;indprocedures arikassociated with each of theie general rules for .
Wing tasks for training.' These as? pro amrriefor computer processing from the summary task

ogram,design. Value for both task rejection steps repre-
rovide results corresponding most closely with criterion

he prediction equation for the second stage was

.
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The specific question ( ) evet-ties and procedures associated with each general rule are:

STEP 25: .
SE 4410N

1st, Reject a task when any two of the following should.occur for that task:

a. Question 1 percentage is less than 10% (01 < 10.0%)

b. Question 2 pe'rcentage is less thari 15% (Q2 <.15.0%)

c. Question 3 mean score is less than 6.75 (Q3:5(- < 0.75)

d. Question 4 mean score is less than O.75 (Q41 < 0.75) , 41!

This score reflects a Oaiallel with QtAstion 3, but remains to be-
tested for actual effectiveness.

2nd
. , Estimate the PREDICTIQN COEFFICIENT (9) of each task frciM TIQ Types K,

L, or'N, using the relevant nomograph in Figures 7 or 8. This need only
be an approximate 9 value obtained by locating the point on the my:no-

r graph at which the Q3 and Q6A/7 summary values intersect. The 9
coefficient is read from the values given for each diagonal line. These

can range from less than 3.1 to 7. Use of the nomographs requires
TIQ data to be obtained from groups of respondents as described in

these volumes.

s.

A For those wishing to`compute the prediction coefficients more preciS?ly than

possible by this Manual system, use the following prediction equations (9) as

-noted for. particular TIQ types:

With TIQ Type K

9 = 150 ,4..67(Q3:X) .03(Q6A:T%)
With TIQ Types Land N

.53(Q3:X)-:(1.4)5(Q7:T%)
With TIQ Types M, 0, and P the appropriateprWittion equations remain for
more precise determination.. In the interim, reasonably accurate prediCted

values may be computed by using the Type L/N equation with Type Wand 0

data. The pe K equation might be used with the Type P data. Or, the averade

values of, of the two equationt'cOuld be considered as an interim equation.

An alternate prqicesi yielding comparable ordering of tasks cart be employed

for Types M, 0, and P with reasonable assurance of tl'e accuracy of the ob-

tained prediction coefficients, This done by first converting the summary
Values fbr each set of data into standard scores (z) having a distribution mean

of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. These star and scores can then be con

bined in a prediction equation as follows:.

I
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I

y(s) = 2 z for Q3:39
or Q4:X

,

+

for

or Q7A:T%
It is assumed that any computer system used will have a pack program avail-
able for standardizing the scores. The limitation of this st and score approach
is the difficulty of interpreting points along the distri on of 9(s) predicted
values, but the sequence of tasks would be cbmparab e to that yielded by
unstandardized prediction equations.

3rd, Reject a task when its predictecrvaluel CO is less than'3.10,abr below the hea'Vy
diagonal line on Figures 7 or 8.When using the tables, this determination can
be speeded by first identifying those tasks havir1Q3 values greater than 2.50...
None of these would be rejected. Similarly, no tasks would be'rejected
having Q6A values greater, than 55%,.or Q7 values greater thin 25%.

A comparable nomograph for use when using Question 13 (Job Importancerin
lieu of Question 4 on TIQ Type 0 is given by Figure 9. This is also effective when
using Om- ions 7 and 13 in lieu of Questions 4 and 7P on TIQ TypeP. The

' values Antified by Figure 9 correspond to the prediction equation

ji = 1.80 1.00(Q13:3) .056(Q7:T%)
where Q13:R is the average (mean) rating given by supeKieors answering the
Job Importance question for a particular task. This summary value is averaged
across all supervisors in the group, with iijems not checked on Question 2 hiving
a Value of 0 in computing the summary value. This equation yields results which
are quitioseful, but on the average are slightly less accurate than results Pro-
duced by the'other two predictioh equations.

When ordering tasks by the alternate process of usingstandard scores, none of
the normgrapfis can be used directly. The order of tasks on the basis of the
standardized 940 is accurate, but it is not possible to be certain what 9(,), #
standard value corresponds to a raw-score predictibn'coefficient of 9., I

The best available suggestion for identifying the select-reject pOint on the dis-
tribution of standard 9(s) values is to find the 9/i) for a hypOthetical task .4s
having the following summary values:

On Type M, Q3:54 eye's° 1.40sand Q6:Tequal to '10%.

OnType'0, Q4:3Zequal to 1.40 ar$ Q7:T equato 10%.

On Type P, Q4 X &Oa! to 1.75 and Q7A:T equal to 15%.
. 1

This can be determined by locating real tasks having suc,h summary values and
using,their standard score (z) Values in the standardized 2:1 prediclion equation.
Alternatively, a dummy ask having such summary values could be included-in
the process of converting to Sandard scores. .. .
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STEP 26: IDENTIFY LEVEL
OF TASK DEVELOPMENT

.
. In the preceding discussion of Step 25 there was an i,dentification of a predicted value (9) for

each task. This Can betestimated from the nomograehs or computed by use of :Tit several prediction
equations. For those tasks selected in Step 25 as warranting some inclusidnjp the intended triining '

program, the next question to answer is, to what performance level-should each task. be develd,bed?
The predicted value (9) is now used directly in identifying the appropriate level of performance
development for each selected task.

' '

The predicted values haver\an expected range of values between 0 and 7, with various points
on the scale of 9 values defined as:

No Ink
Development

0, 2

Very High
Proficiency

Basic in the Skillful
Ability to Performancp

-Do the Task of the Task

4 - 5 6. 7
1

LEVELS OF TASK DEVELOPMENT

(correspbndin9 to possible values of if-coefficient:1

C.
No Training of Task

Attentionpaly to
Non-Performance 7
Task Issues

"II

Increasing Attention in Training to
Performance Speed, Accuracy, and/
or Excellence of Task Abilitya

No Development
-- of Speed or

- Accuracy'

Comments noted just beloW this'ccale summarize the training content decisions represented by
various levelsof task development.

,--
The value of 9 generated for each selected task in Step 25 is used directly to signify the general

level of performance to which each task should be developed in pre-employment training. If the
coefficie is near Level 4, then the curriculum should intend to develop a basic ability to perform
the task. formance tests coin be administered to test student achievement of this level of
ability, bu it would be inappropriate for the test to require any special level'of speed, accqracy, ok
excellence of task performance. The higher the development level beyond 4, the greater th standerds
of performance to be devel*ed in the training program. Level 7 would represent a virtuoso proficiency,
in relation to on-the-job performance standards. . 4 / ',
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STEP 26:
LEVEL.

.

A value Itspetian 4 implies that something less than actual ability to perform the task is appro-
priate, with a possible emphasis on any of a variety of matters other than task performance per se,

c..."
i

Such learning emphasis may also be-- involved with task pedormhncer but can represent training needs
in their own right. See the section following Step 28 for a discussion of these issues. , -

Figure 10 illustrates a distribution of 9 valises for tasks relevant to a hypothetical occupation,
for which a little more than half of the tasks warrant development of performance ability and only
half of these require proficiency to special levels of performance standards. Some 15% are to be
included in the training, but not to invelverdevelopment of performance cipability. About one -third
of the.tasks apparently are to be of no concern for pre-employment training.

4

General Level
of Development

Number of Tasks of
the Occupation

Very High
Proficiency

Increasing
Ability to
Perform with
Speed, Accuracy,_,,t
Excellence

)Basic Ability
To Do

Non-Performance
Issues Only

No Training

7.0

6.0

5.0

4.0

' 3.9

2.0

Alm

mew

=Ow

1

2

6

7

9

19

18

37

25

30

23

3

Figure 10. Possible distribution of ei values for-tasks of a sample occupetion.
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Each occupational survey will yield somewhat different results. Theoretically the 9 values can
range from 0 to 7. However, in practice'it is possible to achieve a 9 coefficient greater than 7 on
sometasks. Where both the values of 'taslesignificance and formal training are extremely high, the
9 may §o up to 8 or 9. This is an artifact of the way the prediction equ'ations were derived, tending
to'represent a "best fits' fot all types of occupations and data. Any one setotdata may not be fit
too well by such equations. However, these deviations (JO pot alter the rank order of tasks; the ones
at the higher end of the scale still warrant the development of high.levels of task proficiency within
the training program. _

The level of task development identified by the 9 values Should be interpreted in relative terms.
They do not represent highly precise measurement of development standards for tasks. But they do
Drovidea general indication of each task's appropriate level of training development, allowing dis-
tinctions to be made behkeen [No Training] '[Non Performance Issues Only] [Basic Perforniance
Ability] [Advanced. Task Proficiencyl

STEP 27: MODIFY TASK PERFORMANCE
SELECTIONS OR LEVELS

The previous Steps 25 and 26 provide'an identification of tasks-which warrant some training
and to what performance level each should be trained. This identification is based on task data ob-
tained via Task Inventory Questionnaires answered by representative workers and/or supervisors j
in a particulatpccupation. The identification procedures provide a tested method of processin'g and
using this data routeelY. This method is reasonably effective'over a 'variety of occupational types.

It is not, however, a perfect identification process for any one particular occupation. ,Ratber,
it is a process that "best fits" a variety of occupations. -It would be possible to field a more exact
process for each occupation. In some instances, additional kinds of task information could be highly
useful. But, where the most accurate process for a particular. job is not known, the procedures in
this marival should yield a close approximation. Thus, the,user should be aware that there will be
some'degree of error in task selections, rejections, and levels of development.

It is recommended that the user examine the results gf Steps 25 and 26 in the light of other
information available or which can readily be obtained. ie listing-,O1 selected tasks and their,
development levels should then be modified to reflect this additional information about the job:
Some basis forcarrying out this examination.exists within the completed Task Inventory Questiqn,
mires; and within the knowledge base of the user or of available job informants. The following-
should be done to accomplish this examination prior to -finalizing the performance content selections
in Step 28.

Examine selections for apparent errors:

Exarnine questionnaire comments, reactions, and task 4fdditiorts.

Examine response differences between worke4rs and supervisors.

Estimate near-future job changes and trends.

,Expani task identificationstp include special performance content required by local job
situation.

:sh

Expand task identifications to inclu erformance requirements-for employment.

Tle
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STEP 27:
MODIFICATIONS.

Each of these efforts is described in the sections below. In ncpcase should modifications be based on
considerations of available training resources or capability. Such considerations tvould follow the
statement Of Terminal Performance Objectives in Step 28, not influencing the job-derived performance

. content that serves as a baseline for subsequent cuuiculum decisions;

While these examinations may suggest the need for modifying some of the task content.selections,
they do not specify how each modification might be determined. This will differ.foryeach situation.
it is up to the professional judgment of the user to decide what additional information would be use
ful to make appropriate decisions in each problem case. The goal of the total process here is to
reduce the number of such investigations that may be needed. But there is no way, rior should there
be, to completely remove professional judgment from the curriculurillidentification process. Craft
or other advisory committees could be most helpful in accomplishing these reviews and modificiiions.

Examine selections for apparent errors.' By this stage of the content derivation process it can be
expected that the persons surveying the occupation will themselves have some knowledge of what
job performance content makes sense for training. Additionally, they prolAblywill know of othe
individuals who could spot obvious,errors. This is a perfect place to make effective useof ot tonal

advisory committees. ,

Review each task selection and rejection to spot errors madeby the rules used in Steps25 and
26. Correct the selection and level identifications-to reflect what is knOwn to be appropriate.

This.activity is not intended to provide an opportunity to interject preconceived individual
biases, but to allow for modification where error is obvious. atition should be observed not to
allow arbitrary unfounded changes to be made. A record should be maintained of the nature of any
changes and of the reasons for making them.

Examine questionnaire comments, reactions, and task additions. Questionnaire respondents often
may provide valuable clues to problem areas that warrant further attention. Comments written in-he
questionnaire booklets should be scanned for especially noteworthy suggestions regarding possible
training needs: These, of course, need review, much as suggested above. Each comment needs to be
assessed for its merit. Such comments may point out some critical performance areas that should be
trained, evgnthough the task data do not support that conclusion.

The same kind of Tollow-up of tasks added by respondents to the questionnaire lists may also at
times indicate important training needs, especially when a number of persons add tasks in the same
general area of the job, or when they also provide supportive comments about an added task.

Summaries of responses on the Reaction Page of each questionnaire may also point out problems
with the content selections. Results should be more thoroughly examined when there is an unduly
large number of respo?idents suggestlpg th4t the 'questionnaire or listed tasks did not seem appropriate
or adequate for the occupation being studied.

Examine response differences between workers and supervisors: Another cause for obtaining
further information about a task occurs when workers differ substantially from supervisori0 their
group response on a similar task question. The opportunity. for noting such differences will exist
especially on'TIQ Types M, ist and 0. In these instances responses to both Questions 1 and 2 (Task

Occurrence) are available.
.

. Where worker supervisor differences are as large as 25% between Questions 1 and 2, even for
tasks which appear as non-relevant to the.occupation, it is useful to explore the possible reasons for -.

;

j
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the difference in viewpoint. Sometimes the reason will berpbvious and of no training interest. Other
times the reason may be very high concern for training, indicating an activity where worker per-
formance should be shaped by training to conform more closelyto supervisor expectations. Occasion-
ally, it may be that supervisor expectations need to be modified to relate more clbsely to the realities
of work situation.

In determining the need to reconcile, these differences through the training program, it helps to
consider the bther'task information available. The-job signific6nce (Questions 3 and 4) of a task is
particularly helpful': For instance, it may well be that workers end supervisors differ on a k, but
if-the task it not of very much significance to the job it would seem reasonable n o pl uch con- (
cern or eliminatin§ that difference in _tr4irling for the occupation.

Differences between the job significance scales (Questions 3 or 4) and the task occurrence
*measures (Questions 1 or 2) Are also liossible to note. ,However, the discrepancies need to be quite
obvious. It is not potsible to relate significance values directly to occurrence percentages, but major
reversals of directions, if any, should be examined.

In performance surveys using other task questions (such as noted in the Appendices to Volumes
3 and 4), additional comparisons may be possible. Differences on any task measure can sugges oints ,

where further information is needled to resolve uncertainties.

NEstimke near-future jab changes'and trends. A'most important reason for modifying task content
selections is to be responsive to emerging job requirements. Occupational survey data concentrate on
the job as it presently exists. This is useful knowledge for curriculumvin its own right, but it is not
quite the whole picture of appropriate performanc: tent that should be of training interest.

In many occupations there may be firm knowledge of forthcoming job changes or o
occurring over tine. This information is most useful in adding to the derived performance content,
where pre-employment training is appropriate.

Examples of such changes, emerging as of the time this manual was prepared, are secretariat
tasks involving word-processing systems, micrographics for storing and retrieving records, and use of
repr6graphics for copy duplication. These syitems may require competence in the operation of auto-
mated tape and card equipment, as well as specialized skills in office machinery and the operation of

electric and magnetic typewriters. More senior workers may need advanced grammaticarand editorial
skills to oversee the work of word processpr operatots.

The occupation of Automotive Mechanics is becoming increasingly concerned with electronic
ignitions and emission controls. This occupation alsoserves to point out the daReers ofinticipating f
even the near- future-job-changes. Until recently', it was a well known-fact that a major manufacturer
was all set produce rotary engines for some of their car models. Accordingly, it might have been
concluded that automotive maintenance curriculums should betraining new,mechanics in tasks re-

lated to rotary engines. Intervening, however, was the fuel shortage and accompanying changes in
the automotive industry. The particularsengine was never introduced, and the appropriateness of.training for it was eliminated.

Though we cannot fully anticipate the future, it is useful to consult with experienced specialists
in the occupation under study to find out what might reasonably be anticipated in the next one to
five years Product manufacturers and trade or professional associations often are good'sources of
this information. They should be contacted and asked to identify.relevant tasks that would be appro-
priate for pre-employment training. Information hould also be sought on the degree of job relevancy
that might be associated with each such task, so that decisions comparable:to those of Steps 25 and

26 riligtit be forecast.
rf
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STEP 27:
MODIFICATIONS

../. i ', i
.

.I. By these means, and others that may be available to the user, the content of thtraining pro-
gram can better accommodate the training needs of students in the years just beyond completion of
training.

Ex pend task identifications to include special performance content reqiiired by local job
40 situation. If the local employment situation involves the performance of tasks that are not character:*

istic of the contexts used in the occupational survey, then it is quite appropriate to adcrthem to those
previously identified. For example, the survey-may have yielded task data for the Automotive,
Mechanics occupation as it is generally performe throughout the nation. Yet, in preparing a cur-
riculUm for students in Seattle, a-port where fo ign-made automobiles inter thecottritry, it is

/ treasonable to include locally, important tasks p rtairlevg to the Mechanical readying for distributidn
of such shipped vehicles. Similarl if a mechanic survey predominantly represented woricsettings
in the southern part of the nation, a curriculum for use in the far north would need to add any
significant tasks involved with winterizing vehicles for operation in areas of extreme cold.

Add special local tasks to those identjfied in a larger, more-representative occupational survey.
No deletion is recommended for those tasks which, while meaningful most other places, are not
relevant tb local employment settings. Thus, the trainee receives occupational preparation for
employment in the occupation, wherever future opportunities reasonably present themselves to
each individual student, Idcally as well as in adjacent areas. This does not mean to imply that training
programs get overroaded with content unique to certain locales distant from the community where
the training is presented, but that the trainee does learn about matters of a broader nature than may
be represented in the local community Or state.

Concern for adding special local performance requirements can arise for most every occupation.
Many communities or regions of the country have a heavy concentration of certain businesses and
industries which dominate the local employment options for an occupation. Their procedures and
equipment may not be characteristic of the occupation as a whole, but be of- considerable local
significance. It is only reasonable to inchicle thre special requirements in the curriculum.

The significance and training need of a o be determined by conducting an occupational
survey among workers and supervisors in that particular geogra. 's becomes feasible
by making using of the task lists and questionnaire formajs developed previously,slay, otheri,
for a more-representative occupational survey. Differences can then be noted between the res ob-
tained by each survey. Before conducting the local however, it would be useful to add any
tasks which were not listed originally, but are of local interest. Refer to Volume 2 for procedures
on how to identify and state such tasks.

Expand task identifications io include performance requirements for employment. Over and
above the job-derived 'Performance content, include any other performance con ant that is required
for employment. Sources of such requirements are federal legislation, apprenticeship regu a lo ,

union contract provisions, state regulatory (licensing) agencies, as well as employers themselves.

Whether or not these additional content-requirements are reasonable in terms of relevant job
performances, they most likely should be included io occupational preparation programs. ,Compati-
bility of training with job placement requirements will likelybe enhanced by including these addi-
tional considerations.
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ACTIVITY J: STATING
THE TERMINAL

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECk IVES 1TPOil

I Technical Concepts
I Warranting Trainingi.i.

11
II

* 1
It
11

=

Nit

ADDITIONS TO SURVEY
PLANNING & DESIGNING'

Task Information

Data Summaries

Formats and Forms

Steps 22, 23, 24

ADDITIONS TO THE PRO
CESSING OF SURVEY DATA

Selection Rules

:Level of Development

Stepso25, 26

Modifications

Step 27

Basic TPO Statements

tep 28

j Expanded TPO
Statements

Ir 1
Areas &ap

Near-Future Job
Changes & Trends

. Local Employment
Situation

g

Task for
Special Emphasis
in Training 1

.1

This section contains the rationale and instructions foripreparing complete statementsof eicito
013-derived training objeCtive. Information from predding phases is used in this preparation, inte-
gratingft into meaningful specificatiqns of performance objectives representing the termigal behavior
capability expected of each training graduate. The activitx in this last stage is to pull together what
is known to this point and to communicate that inforroatkvfor use by Others in designing instruc
tional and testing mat tats (see*Activity K for a discussion of possible uses).

Activity J consists of one procedural step anda suggestion for ways'of expanding upon the
efforts of thatstep.

110, Step 28: State the Task Performance Content That Warrants Training

PO? TPO Expansion to Include Technical Concepts and Task Areas

Terminal Performance Objectives (TPOsrare written statements'specifiing what a student
should be able to do by the time a training program istompletect. Derived from actual job require-
ments, TPOs are the iristructional performance goals that are relevant for preparing a student to
perform effective! on the job.

) TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
(TPO)

A TPO is a complete statementof a job - relevant learning requirement,
stated in terms of task performance releYant to the intended work
situation.
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For the purpose of this manual, TPOs can be oft two kinds. There is a basic TPO statement.
And Therecan be an expanded ,,more comprehensive statement of each TPO. The "basic'' TPO is
described in Step 28, with suggestions for "expanded" TPOs given in the section which follows
Step 28.

Complete statements of these learning objectives indicate the specific job-relevant'actions that a
student should be able to exhibit at the end of instruction. Observation of this behavior would pro-
vide the means for measuring and evaluating whether or not the student has learned the necessary
component skills and knowledge pertinent to-each objecth/e.

Thus,Jearning objectives are "performance"-oriented, with statements worded in such a way that
they describe the behavioral 'capability expected of the training graduate. "Behavior" issa general. turn
used here todescribe.What the student is able to do (that is, the job activities he can Perform).

For purposes of testing student.learning and achievement, these acts must be,"observable"
'by such methods as watching the, student periforrn,the job task, by r ing answers on a paper-and-
pencil test, or by judging the adequacy of outcomes or results of the task prformance. Therefore,
TPOs serve pot only'as d,basis for constructing the Program ofInStrliction, but also for constructing
achievement tests that measure the attainment 'of each objective.

t
Clearly srated TPps provide a primary basis upon which instructional content canoe selected, *.

serving as one kery referent for designing appropriate learning experiences These'TPOs themselves'
do not necessarily dictate what the specific instructional content should be, bu--tthe tasks elaborated
in each TPO are direct statements of job perforrhance requireAnts. Essentially, items,of instructiona,1
content ar6'appropriate if they assist the student to achieve the capability stated in the TPO.

It is possible that some derived TBOs may not immediately be attainable. Time, facilities, and
. local training policy can each contribute to this possibility. To attain certain objectives efficiently

may require the development of new job aids or 'training aids I o some instances it may be necessary
to devise and construct equipment simulators to permit.econpmical attainment of an objective. These.
and other enrcumstances, nevertheless, would not invalidate a TPO It remains a goal to be sought,'
and efforts May theri be directed toward making the attainffierrt of each goal feasible.

If a.TPO is modified subsequently, to reflect behaviors or knowledges which are pertinent only
to an instructional 'setting, or to reflect some,decreased fidelity in relation to actual job behavior to
accommodate various instructional concerns or constraints, the statement then would be labelled as

udent Performance Objective:" Performance simulations and other forms of Student Perfoltance
jectives maybe reasonable approximations of TPOs for immediate training programs, but the cleVe,e

and nature of their deviation from the TPO should be subject to review and approval by responsible
policy boards or others in acrrhority Deviations from the job relevant performance requirements of ri
TPO are one useful means for evaluating the content of particular training programs.

. 4

When component elements of task performance are identified as- Oats of the task traini7g,
these specif#c operations and information are called "Enabling Objectilig, since they are,enablers
of tht intended terminal behavior capability. Therhave value in being iRstrumental in sequencing

,
and pacing-the development of student learning 4

38.
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.S irE P 28: STATE-THE TASK
RERFO,RVIANCE CONTENT
THAT WARRANTS TRAINING

/..
. . °

. Structure of Terminal Perfdrmance-Objectives. Terminal Performance Objectives, tobe useful
. w., and effective:mtasnlearly/dentify just What lob ability is expected of the student by the time the ,,!

instructional:n-0gram is cqmpletedl Studerit dem'amstration thkt each ability is attainedomplies that ." .-
both the perfbrmance ability aol any significant levels of performance have been awuired.

. . .
. . If ?ask performance requires fhe learning of knowledge, then it also is necessary that the student

be able to use thistknowledge in the performance of the appropriate job activity. If task performance
capability is itself not reqbired upon completion of training, but there is technical knowledge or other
matte'rs to be learned, the ability to use such wledge in the perforrrtance of the task cannot b #:-'

an intended ?earning requirement . Knowledge his instance would-have to be rested independent
from task pejlormance, such as in the more tra iohal fashion of school paper-and-pencil testing. ,

The 6asjc statement of a Terminal Performance Objective detivedPy these procedures includes
thfollowing thresti,tems:-

- 1 T hegeneral behaVior with regkd to a job' task which rs expected, of the graduatelicainee
as evidence of attainment of the objective ( 11? 0', , I

qq1116
4 ,

2, T e level of performance to which a task is to be developed in training.

. .
I..

3 The typical or special Job condition, under which .he Iraduate trainee' sbould be able to
demonstrate'perforrpanc, serving.to define or limit the situatioq in which end-of-course
capability is desired: 'These condLtions may be stated in either cif,two forms_ (a) listed
separately, serving to characterize trie job performanCe conter.for several or al15Ljectives,
or (b) included as a part of me insic TPO staterrient , . ...0-- I

* ....
,

Together thesethree components p:rescybe the performantescap
e

lay intended to be developed
. by students,.and the general 'nature of any Performance standards for such Performance. These general

standards are the c les associated with the revels of task developmbnt. Though these general standards
do nOt.proyide complete specibleationof testing standards for use in performance evaluations student
aChieVement, they do identify whictAasks warrant specific advanced standards 0 111

,.
4 iottioar,

, °To each statement of a Ttrminal Orfor e lbjective must subsequently be added the deialigd
information which defines the cOmponent lohavio 3.r preSG"ribes the procedures of the activity. It is
rn suthodetailed materials that the specific krlowleiges and,skillS needed by the st t are stated.

.
This material wovrd be gelperated through task descriptions and analyses, as giecessarit, depending. upon ,

, the knowledge base that is assumed for the cle,signer of learning.experienees and instructional materials.
-Thos activity is beyond the scope of the present proceduresrbut reThresentsthe point at Which the

subject matter expertise of instructors and of deveWers of instructional materials may be of optimal
value. '

, * - A
s

Task data available for preparing the sic TPO statement. By this stage of fhecontent de, iva-
Pon process the developer possesses a broad reneSsof the nature of the occuPation and of the ,.

_ernp)okiment"conttxts in which the work' is per rmed. The scope definition process of Step 1 .
(Volume 2)' elkes to provide much of this characteriz'dion of the work Adde#to this is the respopderli
b ackground ihlor'mation obtained and analyzed asj resalt of Steps 9,.10; 19, and 20 (Volume 3). Sap-

importive of this conteKtualinformation base by this poin irt the process should bed number of knowl-
ed9eablelriformants, possibly including an'occdpational dviiory panel.

t

4.
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these background resources are the data available about each task selected for in-
np.,These data may include:

cy Data

r-ei .Perdent of workers f a given experience ;angel Who perform the task. lQuestilan.1,..., ... .

T Actual Task Occurrerice ...
..t ,

'1111.
ercent it sUpervisFors,,whO expect their workers to perform.the task. (Question 2;
esired ask Occurrence) w ,

,.. II'
.

. ./ ...--.....--- J
ent trreiordifferences that may exist between the proportion of workers,per-

the task and the propoilibn of- supervisors expecting Ottrter performance:.

nces etween present t'occurrence arid near-future estiiriates onikely task

;0, nc if any. . ...

,b-'-. .

.:
, ._

F.". Alle-gui? 9 the'extnt tto which the task is considered part of the job. (Question4 or.
4; S' nce) ;:'' 11 k

.

i ' 4
6. Perte it,,,r4spo s (wakkrs or supervisors) rating.the task as a

part of theyik (ratod- el 4 or higher onQueition 3 or 4). .C';
.1-.?" , . .. . 4

7 Diffe encel Ntosent task significance and near-future estimates of likely task

. signi ieenc'e; 40V;I: 4.
...

lk ' ,

8k Differences in lagtVevatilpas a -funCtion of 'clTferent worker b'ackgrqiund character-
istics or of different job 4ontexts, as may have been analyzed iriStept,20..

e

,

I 'fickit"

0 Measures from any other task questions that'm ay also have' been..adrninsrer-ed (such

as how often -a Worker performs the task) eP
lik -

ruing Data
I..

1, Percent of respondents (workers or supervisorW'sugge$tin`g that the primary learnk. ' .

of the task be acquired through forming prior to employment. (Question 6 or

7., Learnio'Locatiori,Categdry I-) . /.I.,\ -
0 e .

.

2 f.ercent of e,,espondentsIworkers Or supervisors) suggesting that the primiriji learning
iiittlike, WI( be acquired on the job site or through work experiences otheFth5n for5nal

training prior tt employment (Questiprl 6 or 7, Learning cocation, Category 8 or
...

.
, S+E combined): " +, ; , , .. ,

'V Ark
.... . \ '

.

3 atio of the number W- WI training versus job site_suggettions asto the prima.
.. learning location, providing sOThisensitivity,...to the expectatibns by that f !Fa r t 1 C u I a r

Aroupofkrespondents. ' . , . i
1PIT . . .

. r .

. .

. 4.. Level of task development thal is approp-riete eirough formal training.,..aprovid
JII .0 *

by-the predicted Value (9)
4
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\ STATEMENTS

These data, as available, could be entered on a separate card or page for e h task. This would
ibly help isolate the available task information'prior to the preparation,of a PO statement for

h sefiarate task. Each selected_task serves as the basis for one TPQ statement, ach that there will
Peas many TPO statements as the number of selected tasks,,

Preparing statemenfs of each TPO. _A taskeselected for inclusion in training and to be developed
to a basic ("4")-level of *rformance ability might then have a TPO stated for it as illustrated in the
following example:

Term igarferformance Objective
for,Automotive Mechanic Task 322

(Basic TPO Statement)

Thji training graduate is abt to service an automobile hydraunc power
brake system, under normal "lob conditions. This servicing can be corl,

"plettd without error in essential actions or action sequences, though with
no special accuracy or speed requirements. 3.

Normaljob;conditiorilitiplied for this task performance include.

1: Mechanic is full-time employee of a nipdium-to-large new car
dealership or independent garage, working in the repair and
maintenance shop of the Service Department tinder the general
surferVision Rf a Service-Manager or %rage Owner.

2. Performance of repafr.and service tasks is initiated by a routine
Mirk Order form.prepared by the Service Manager, Service
Advisor/Writer, or Garage Owner from customer'service request
or tlescripiion of malfunction syMptoms. '

-
3. Parts Department is'collerted og premises, and /or regular arrange-

ments for Parts exist with nearby parts supply Store.

For.develdpment to a very advanced ("6'1 level_ of performance abilitVethe next example of a TPO
statement is illustrative:

4.

_ Terminal Performance Objective
for General Secretary Task 401

(Basic TPO Statement)

The trait-twig graduate is able to type busigOss-letters under normal job
conditions..This typing cao* be accomplished with an exceptionally high
standard of accuracy and excellence. r44

f

Normal job corditcons implied for this task performance

1. Work perfor\r41 in a traditional-office setting,' with eledtric
'typewriter and standard typing aids /and furnishings.

2. No undue time pressure or confusion of office routine is experi-
enced, though capacity for nbrmally-dxpected typing speed of
trained secretaries is assumed for task performanCe. ,



k

1--
For the development of technical knowledge background for a task, but not intending that a

basic level of task performance ability (less than Level 4) necessarily be learned, the,following example
of a TPO statement is illustrative:

c.

Terminal Performance Objective
fer 3usiness Data Programmer task 343

. .

(Basic TPO Statement)

`The training graduaie possesses the technical knowledge that is used by
programrters to edit computer programs fore effective

knowledge
of memory. No

kjob conditions are implied, since ability to apply the nowledge and per-
.

form the task are not intended.

t

lir

These basic statements of Terminal Performance Objectives serve to direct the nature of sub-
. sequent efforts in designing performance-oriented learning experiences, or in preparing performance

achievement test situations. They incorporate informatitn,on 'what job task is to be included in the
curriculum content and level of performance to be developed Other information from available task
relevancy-and training data might be useti, as meaningful, to support subsequent decisions on thee
priority of the training need if training resources necessit4te.a reduction in tha number of TPOs,that
can be included in a particular instruction*I-progFam.

Levels of development below Level 4, Basic Ability to Per,fOrm the Task, wools/ that tittle if
any actual performance ability shoUld be intended, though cother miters associated with that task
warrant training. 4

4- 4

Levels of development well above Level 4 Imply some degree of advanaiduaile in perfOrMing
the task should be intended Whether that advanced skill should pertain!to acciirety7 speed; and/or
other features of excellence in performance will often be obvious from the nature of the ask itself.
Persons knowledgeable of the occupation can be expected to make reasonable judgments as to the
character of that advanced skill, though not necessarily of the specific p rformapce standards hat ,

`-are appropriate for graduates of the training program.

The basic TPOs can be displayed in summary form to report tinefty one the task train na needs it
for all tasks of an occupation. One possible summary format-1S. illustrateti.in,AppendN C. That
illustration also includes task features warranting special emphasis in-training' as are iiitrodyeeci later
in the section on expanded TPO statements. ,

4

Grouping of TPOs. Completed statements of TPOs cin be ordered sequentially within the duty
categories in which their tasks originally' werlisted. This groulging retains the structure of the vali-
dated list of tasks. .* *

Other groupings of TPOs are also tiosiible. The merit of each xCipe,of grouping is dependeht
on their perceived val4tein communicating to and assisting those who mast make further use of such
statements, by providing different structeres to ttie pat-tett') of deriyed,TPOS1'.

Possible forms by which *Os might be grouped, other than by categories, include.

. . 4.1
Within common types of information inputs fo eacb task

.--
,11

Within common types of job acti as given by the action. verb` associated with edEh task.
*A -

.s.

I- 4 b p 10 '

I

S
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Within-common types Of elemehts or items acted upon, a5 given by the object of the action
verb in each task statement

Within common hypes of performance contexts or conditions, as may be given in the job
conditions portion of the TPO o

Within common types of purposes served, as may be given by the qualifier portion of the task
statements.

Within common ypes of equipment, machines, tools, or job aids used in performing each task,
as implied by'th action verb or given by the qualifier portiorr of the task statement.

Separatkly for core tocltical features of the work performed, as opposed to peripheral aspects
of the occupation (such as occasional supervisory tasks, additional duty assignments, and
"housekeeping" chores in which all voykers participate)

In the Volume 1 introduction to these procedures, "curriculum" was defined as a structured
series of intended learning outcomes.- These learning outaiwes should be both selected and ordered
(Johnspn,-1969). The procedures of Voliime!4 concentrate upon the selection of intended learning
outcomes. The problem of ordering or structuring thNoutcomes, the TPOs, remains an important
challenge for the future. There needs to be means for indicating any necessary or preferable
groupingsand orders.within and among groupings. This structuring should be one that prontotes
thelearning of the TPOs It may not necessarily be.the same as task groupings found in the work
setting, such as intended by the duty categories suggested for the occupational survey listings of tasks.

It would be most desirable if the occupational survey data would cpntain information that Could
serve as basis for indicating appropriate pedagogical groLipings of TPOs. We wish it were so. Un-
fortunately, the answer to this problem remains elusive, though the matrix of tasks and technical con-

. cepts mentioned ih the next sectof this volume may provide some useful clues. Tasks might
potentially be sequenced for learninon the basis of incremental development of conceptual knowl-

.4 edges. However, since task groupings for purposes of enhancing lebrning'may differ from groupings
meaningful to work performance, it may be fruitless to seek much useful information from occupa-
tional fiurvey data.

cite recently in reviewing this issue, Posner and Strike (1976, p. 665) commented that

e question of hbw content should be-sequenced and ordered has been the subject,
educational debates for at least the past 70 years'... However, no satisfactory answer`'

hays been developed,. and no adequate prescription is expected in the near future.

T heir analysis of,the problem does point out the-several ways in which co ntent can be. sequenced,
describing five major types of, sequencing principles. Wiauritz Johnson (1977) suggested that "there
appear to be three possible approaches to the problem. logic4consensus, and empiricalatesting."

Briggs (1968) reviewed a diversity\of *experimental studies in which learning was sequenced. .

This review draws heavily from er'npirical testing approdches to the problem, and particularly refer
knces the hierarchicar validation studies of Robert M. Gagne

The reader is encouraged to pursue the many references cited by Briggs (1968) and by Posnel-
and Strike (1976) for means by which TPOs can be meaningfully structured to provide guidance -

for instructional plans It appears, wever, that more is_known about the or and ordering
for learning of conceptual knowled and of zrocedural components wither task, thn there is
known *out the structuring and o ring of the tasks thernsblves.

434
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11.

TPO EXPANSION TO INCLUDE
TEeHNICAL.C.ONCEPTS
AND TASK AREAS z.

As noted at the beginning of This,section,on Acotivi,ty, J, it is possible a ul expand the
TPO statements to be more comprehensive in their descripiton of the learning objectii/e. This
expansion deals with theaddition of area of training emphasias an integral part of the-TPO state"-
rent` This refers to One of the components of curriculum content ideitiitation as discussed at the'
beginning of this volume, The Focus of Volume 4. As stated here, the elementof area_of emphasis,
or area of task competency, has not been as fully developed as have the elements of content inclusion
and degree of emphasis. However, sufficient development has occurred to suggest some possibilities
for identifying areas of task emphasis. These possibilities are introduced in this section for their
potential value and usefulness as may be de ermined brvarious users of this volume. The reader
is cautioned that these suggestions have not een fully developed and tried out, and their use needs
to be assessed in the future. But they do appear to have considerable merit in making it possible to
more fully prescribe the Terniinal Performance Objectives, and thus be of greater value to curriculum
constructors. ,

0. Two different forms 6f area of training emphasis are suggested here. One pertains to the identifi-
cation of technical concepts which are classes of specialized knowledge having practical use to workers
in the effective performance of a task. The other pertain/St° task aim that are to be especially
emphasized in the training of a task. These two forms of area of emphasis are c.jamplimentary of each
other.' Both seem useful instating more comprehensive TPOs. Each is discussed below in separate
sections.

Identification of technical concepts. The procedural steps for inVentorying the technical con-
cepts of significance to workers in an occupation Were described in a previous publication (Ammerman,.
Essex, & Pratzner, 1974) Five general types of technical concepts were defined: .

Processes and functions of the system which are acted upon by the workers.

211 Types of eleLnts. (or other objects qr devices) rthe systems which are acted upon by
the worker.

.3. Measures, descriptive characteristics of system elements and processes, and other system
stivifications. 4

4; System events and conditions.

5. Regulative and 6Fganizing principles used by the worker or directly influencing the work.

In more traditional terms, technical concepts appear to correspond Nnewhat to the instructional
topics used by some persons to describe their trai4ing content.

It was suggested in that previous publication that it might be useful to relate each significant
concept to its ese in the performance of specific job tasks These relationships could be graphically
displayed by means of a matrix consisting of rows for each concept and columns for each task selected
/for train*: Checkmarks could be placed in those cells of the matrix ghere a task use for a concept
is apparent. (NOTE': A similar matrix can be generated to display the relation of tasks with equipment
used or operated, as may be surveyed inthe background section of Task Inventory Questionnaires,
Step 9.)

.
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EXPANDED
TPOs

More elaborate processes could be developed to describe.the nature and extent of each concept
task relptionship. Along with information about the /obirelevance or significance of both task and
concepts, such relationship information could be useful'in justifying the instructional 'requirement for
each1concept

iBy knowing the relationship of each concept to worker use of that concept in the performance
Qt. specific tasks, a meant is thereby available to teach these concepts for transfer. Transfer of concept
learping from school to on the job situations should be greatly enhanced by student application of such
.knowledge in the performance learning of multiple tasks which employ that knowledge. West (1973),

. rin a studyof bookkeeping curriculums, found that there can be "little transfer of the instructional
focus on concepts to on the job activities" (p 114) He suggested that "transfer of concepts requires
lavish illgstration; it does not occur otherwise" (p. 195). Performance learning of tasks would seem to
prbvide such illustration:

It should be cautioned, however, that not all tasks of an octupatibn will require a significant
application of knowledge about some technical concept. Nor will all tasks involving concepts require
an understariding of the underlying concepts pertaining lap task Of those tasks involving concepts,
West (1973; p. 127) distinguished between three types:

lit Routine operations involving bookkeeping concepts tha't Can be carried out by a person
who is shown what to do, without the need to understand the underlying concepts,

41-
Bookkeeping activities requiring understanding of the underlying concepts,

Activities based on general and puticular understandings of business operations not unique
to bOokkeeping/accounting

Similar distinctions may be useful for other types of occupations

4.Identification of task areas for special training emphasis. In addition to the cognitive task areas
identified by technical dtncepts,there is also the possibility for identifying particular kinds of matters
that might be especially important to emphasize in the training for a task. Eleven such matters are
defined and intorno/MC in a Task questionnaire format in Appendix B.

By administering the questionnaire to employer management personnel who are knOwledgeable

t
eout the skill requirements for new employees in a particular occupation, it is possible to' relate -,

as of emphasis 16 specific tasks Where many persons, perhaps one-third 9r more of the respondents,
to that a certain area is pertinent to the expected training of a task, then that identification could

be included in the TPO statement

The 11 task reined areas used in the Appendix B questionnaire fall into three general categories.
JOB CONTEXT issues, PE RSQNAL issues, and TECHNICALissues The areas under each category
are labelled as. .

JOB CONTEXT
*.

TECHNICAL

1 Task Order and Timing 7 Basic Educational Skills
2 Task Value and Purpose 8 Detecting Dscrepanoies
3 Safety 9 Technical Knowledge
4. Varied Work Conditions 10. Supportive Job Aids

11. Alternative Methods
A

PERSONA L

5.. Relating to Others
6 Worker Attitude and Respons,bility

4 45 /16



These 11 areas represent a composite of task training matters that have been suggested in the
past (Miller & Van Cott, 1955; Miller, 1965; Ammerman, 1966). Additionally,'the problem was
addressed in an unpablished paper by three consultants (Moss, Sjogren, & Frantz, 1974) as part of
the study from which these procedural' volumes arose. The 11 areas tised in the questionnaire are an
attempt to accommodate the various suggestions, but keeping the list to' smalknurnber that might
best serve the needs of a TPO statement but be reasonable to administer in a task questionnaire.
Performance areas of task speed and accuracy are already incorporated within the Level of Task
Development scale in Step 26.

-AO

Initial tryout of theSe areas in the Employer Ekpectation Questionnaire of Appendix B was
made using nine employers in each of three occupationsi*fiesults were very tentative but encouraging.
Further tryouts on a larger scale are needed to establish the merit,of this approach. Additionally,
-the definitions of each of the areas need improvements to more clearly communicate each to the
employer respondents. This is particularly true of Areas 4 and 11 which were intended to convey
the psychological ideas'of "stimulus generalization" and "response generalization."

It remains uncertain that such information can be collected effectively by questionnaires corni
pleted by employers. Small-group sessions might be a ruore reasonable way of obtaining this in- .
formation, and additional areas could be Included. One problem with the small-group approach is
that there seems to be a tendency for respondents to over react and cite far too many areas per'*-
task. It-is not known'at this time whether large numbers of persons twonding,to the questionnaire
provide profiles of areas of emphasis for particular tasks that would ITe "similar to those obtained from
small -group sessions.

In large measure it seems reasonable to assume that the task capabilities needed by entry
workers are those which employers expect. The Employer ExpecOtton (inestionnaire in Appendix
B illustrates a direct approach, to identify these capabilities. Also inclifited in the questionnaire is
a task question concerned with the Level of Task Development Expected. This is comparable to the
scale of predicted values,(9) described in Step 25.i.Howper, average ratings provided brernolOyers
would not likely be the same as values produced by the kedictiorrequations of Step 26. The pre-
diction equations were derived from a somewhat different informant source. Employer ratings of
task level, though: might be of interest in their own right, but they are not part of the procedural
steps described in Steps 1-28. The same computer process that yields Table A-5 in Volume 5 can be
used to summarize employer Level of Development ratings of each task

Preparing expanded statements of each TPO. With this additional data available about asiC

selected for inclusion in training, the brake servicing task used in the Step 28 TPO illustration might
also involve knowledge of the folloAng technical concepts:

Technical Concept and Significance Rating

General Type Most Critical Substantial
of Concept Job Significance Job Significance

Stem Professes and ti

Functions __Air bleed 4.5
Honirig 444..
Reface 4:5

Reseat 4.6

11111..
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7,,General Type
of Concept

e
I

,
Technical Concept and Significance Rating

EXPANDED
TPOs

Most Critical,
Job Significance

Substantial
Jr% Significance

System Elements Acted
-Upon- Axle bearing; 5.2 Ball bearings

Braking surface 5 0 Cylinder
Disc brakes 6.3
Hydraulic brakes 6 3
Master cylinder 5 9
Power brakes 5.0
Self adjusting brakes 5.1

Vacuum brakes r 5.2

Measures & System
Characteristics Brake drag 5 4

Brake specifications 5

System Events &
Conditions Br.ike fade 5 6

Regulative & Organizing
Principles -

tr.

45
4.8

Similarly, a high number 'so,f suggestions may have been elicited that Task Areas 3 (Safety) and
9 (Technical Knowledge) are tolp? ,,inphasized in the training of the brake servicing task The Area
9 (Technical Knowledge) emphasr's confirms the relatively large number of Technical Concepts having
high ratings of significance

' With such 0i'lditional inforn,,"ition the TPO statement could be expanded as illustrated in the
following example

Terminal Performance Objective
for Automotive Mechanic Task 322

(Expanded TPO Statement)

The training graduate is able to service an qutomdbile hydraulic power brake
system undermormal Job conditions This servicing canoe completed with
out error in essential actions or action sequences, though with no special
accuracy or speed requirements Additionally, the graduate possesses suf
ficient knowledge of relevant shop and task safety procedures and pre-
cautions to perform the servicing,activity without accidents or injury. The
knowledge base underlying task performance, in addition to safety matters,
concerns the following technical concepts.

1. Key concepts involving syste rj ements acted upon
Disc brakes, hydraulic brakes

47



2. Critical concepts involving system elements acted upon
Axle beiringi-, braking surface, master cylinder, power brakes,
self-adjusting-brakes, vacuum brakes

3. Critical concepts involving measures and system characteristics
Brake drag, brake specifications

.14i.

5.

Critical concepts involvih system events and conditions
Brake drag

Important concepts involving system processes and functions
Air bleed,_honing, reface, reseat

,

6. Important concepts inZiolvIng system elements acted upon
Ball ings, cylinder

Normal job conditions impliedfor this task performance include:

(same conditions as cited for basic TPO statement.)

4

Similarly, below is an expansion of the TPO for the typing task cited earl*r, involving emphases
on basic educational skills and various technical concepts:

Terminal Performance Objective
for General Secretary Task 401

(Expanded TPO Statement)

The training raduate is able to type business letters under normal job
conditions. This typing can be accomplished with an exceptionally high
standarcllof accuracy and excellente. Additionally, the graduate possesses
and can apply basic educational skills involved in the following technical
concepts:

1. Key concepts involving system elements acted updn
Punctuation

2. Critical concepts involving system processes and functions
Editing (e.g., page rombering, word usage, grammar)

The knowledge base underlying task perforMance, in addition to basic edu
cational matters, concerns the following technical concepts:

1. Key concepts involving system processes and functions
correction typing (e.g., erasers, erasing shields, cover up or
correction carbon, erasing ribbon, strike over corrections)

2. Kirconcepts involving system elements acted upon
Buijss letter elements (e.g., lefterhead, date line, inside address,
atteMen line, salutation, subject line; body of letter, compli-

, mentar9 close, company signatures, reference initials, enclosure.
notation, postscript, earboncopy notation, blind-carbon-copy
notations, page 2 heading)

4814($
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3. Key concepts involving measures and system characteristics
Effective letter characteristics brief, complete, easy to read,
up-to-date language, start, ending)

a..

Key concepts involving regulative and organizing principles
Business letter styles (e.g., semiblocked letter, blocked letter, full-
blocked letter, indented letter, simplified letter)

'5. Critical concepts involving systeni elements acted upon
Stationery (e.g., usage of letterheads, second page, envelopes,
copies, carbon paper, bond paper)

6. Important concepts involving system elements acted upon
*Typed page layouts (e.g., spacing, indentations, margins, titles,
headings, quoted matter, footnotes, bibliography, index)

Normal job conditions implied for this task performance include:

(same conditions a-eited for basic,TPO statement)

EXPANDED
nes

4

Expansion of a TP involving ability to perform the task itself but involving training em-
phasis on acquiring technical knowledge relevant to such pirformance, is suggested in this next fllustra-
tion:

;Terminal Performance Objective
for Businesi Data Programmer Task 343

'Expanded TOO-Statement)

The training graduate possesses the technical knowledge that is used by/pro-
grammers to edit computer programs for' fective use ofzezoki-- The
knowledge base Underlying task performan e concerns the following techni-
cal concepts:

Key concepts mvolving system glements acted upon
Auxiliary storage, storage mote

2. ''Key concepts i6olving measures and system characteristics
Array dimensions, precision_

3.' Critical concepts involvi measures and system characteristics
Block size, logical recor h

4. Important concepts involving system processes and functions
Overlays.

No job cofditions are implied, since ability to apply. the knowledge and
'perform thetask are not intended. ,
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ACTIVITY K CONSIDERING
THE POSSIBLE USES OF TPO'S

The statements of Terminal Performance Objectives convey the content inclusiOn and emphasis
results for uge by curriculum planners and developers. As such; they focus further attention in
curriculum development upon this identified job content. Their value derives from the confidence
that can be placed in that.content, as a function Of the prdcess by which each was derived.

Given this level of content identification, the TPOs and associated, task data now become the
basis for accomplishing the subsequent stages of curriculum development and instructional,prepar&
tion, including the sequencing and designing of learning experiences to achieve the total set of
objectives. These next stages may include such activities as:

.Datailed task analyses to identify necessary learning content, consistent with the derived
levels and areas of task emphasis. en"

Structure and sequencing of learning content to enable student achievement of each TPO.

Planning and developing the learning experiences, instructional methods, and teaching mate-
rials and aids.

Assessing the appropriateness of the content of published texttpoks-in relation to the derived
TPO goals.

Developing competency-based tests of TPO achievement, to assess level and/or area,- of task
development as expressed in the TPO. - 4.

Accomplishing and assessing of performance-oriented functional context training.

In local applications it often is the role of the instructor to determine the enabling content
anti methods of specific instruction $y which each TPO is to bb achieved. This makes proper use of
their instructional professionalism and technical expertise. It is the determination of how something
will be taught that professional judgment is appropriate, not in deciding what shouldbe the-job-per!
formance content of the training program. The premise on which the content derivation procedures
of this volume are based is that content should be.derived from the performance requirements of
the occupation, not influenced by instructional constraints nor by the learning-characteristics of
particular student populations.

Additional uses for thg TPOs and associated'task data may be foyn"--cHn a variety of other train-
ing and employment activiTfes. Among such possibilities, the task infoimation from the occupational
surveys and anal ses cari prove useful

I
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Detymining on- the -job training needs, having firm knowlecjge of the task competencies to
be expected from pre-employment training.

Articulating the curriculum content for seCondary-popsecondary programs in occupational
prepatation. /

.
Developing co mpetency transcripts for intividual students and/or emAoyed workers, en nc-
ing their potential for accomplishing the goals of open entry-open e t instruction through

-the years of career development.

fishing the content validity of employment tests.

M :ing of job trends over time, through periodic reapplication/of the occupational surveys.

Identifying emerging occupational specialty areas, as determiyied by clustering surveyed
workers into job types.

Reviewing.textbooks and other instructional materials for merit of content.

Where students are to be prepared within one training pr ram for several closely related occu-
pations or job types, all of the TPOs derived for each occupati n or job type may be too voluminouS
for the availatilenstructional time and resources. Such a pr ram consolidation often will, necessitate
some additional processing of the TP0s. 1Three way of con lidating TROs are suggested here, though

.users may-also identify other acceptable means:

1. Group TPOs having common learning lien s, uch that there can be an economy realized
in instructional units and pining time.

2. Omit TPOs for tasks on which the summary values of both -Task Occurrence (Question 1
or 2).and Job Significance (Question 3 or 4, Extent Task Is Part of the Job) are low.

.

3. Weight the relative training significance of each occupation or job type, based on available
data for manpower demands and projections, and omit proportionate numbers of TPOs
separately for each occupation or job type.

'

Since TPOs are systematically identified by means of a situationally-defined and worker-
representative data base, they also may prove useful in validating the content of existing instructional
programs and test instruments. The entire process of content derivation can yield useful data for
establishing nondiscriminatory licensing and certification requirements in compliance with recent
federal guidelines (FEA Guidelines, 197$) on employee selection procedures.
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APP NDFX A.
. .

SOME DINER POSSIBLEI 4

.. , ' TASKTTRAINING .CLUESTI
f

. . 4.

* e A.......!

. - ;. V

These additional bask questions complementing tho e, Volume 3 Appendix, are cited
here for teir potentiarvalue to the user of/his volume, shqylcUpecial circumstances and ne oe

b .encoUntered.*Thouijh each may have &be %-ialuei istrt identjitinglraining needs and perforpance prob--... i
*lem areas for parliCular occupational areas, these off* questions are not part of She process generally-

'... recommended in this volume. However, datacoulif be proessed in fashior*corriparableto the
methods cited in Step.19 of Volti-rne3.'r.hese' other ;asit questions pertNn to such concern'sconcern's as:

. ,

.. , '-'-- 1. trning difficulty.. "
. r 4 .f. .,-- .... i

- 2.. Performance difficulty:
-- 0

: 3. W orkexperienZe. 4t .. .,
4. '.Trining preparation'.

,0 .

5. Task assistance.
I

* ,. - . .
Pe 444 4'. ; .. i +

.00

PERTAININIIII5LEARIW DIfflthitY
' .4

4 4

r 411.1.10k i
Difficult* Leaiging_the'taA, fasked of workers)

HoW difficult ito learn ekh task?
., ,. -.., . .

. :Response Scale: i ,

-e

- 4 1. Easy 1ole rrr.7 .

. _ 2. Easylp-modeirate.
..: -, a Moderately- difficult to learn.

-, ..11 V
,-N 4. Difficult to learn.-- 0. ,

5. Very difficult to learn. ''' :.;', .
.. ,,,,. , , . .

,:`-- Reference: Mager & Beach,1967; Morsh & Archer, 1967.
Y r *

° V".

V
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r1

On-the-Jeb Learningbifficulty (ask of workers)

How practical is it to jebrn tliis task on the job? °

qr

Response Scale:,

. 1. P'actical.
2. Minor problems-.

Many problems.
4, Major
5. PiaCticallimposfible.

_Reference: Chanterlain, 1964.

.

11)

r".

f.

111
.

r

of Learning the Task on the:Job failed f workers)

Resonse Scale:
4 .

1. Cando now-.
2. Can learn-in afew hours.
3. Can learn in a few days.?

_ 4. Can learn in a few weeks.
5. Can`learn in a feW months. (
6. Would take more than six months td
7. Would take" more than a year to learn.

Reference: Morsh & Archer, 1067.

. ,

PERTAINING T PERFORMANCE DIFFICULTY, ..
, . r

a ,.

culty ofdiVk Performance.(asked of workers)
-

.

dip
ems

s-

In rSon to the ocher tasks of your present job, how`diffic'ultijs this task fOr you
to perform? (or, How much difficulty do yotkhave in perfornir the task?)

i
Response Scale:

- .
1.. Least difficult. .
2:,.. Bekiyv average difficulty.
3. Aver difficqlty.
4: Abov gedifficulty.
5. Most ic
0. Do not prfor4rn this task.

i.
a

.
. -

04
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of workers or of supervisors)

th'ttiat erform, andwhat is the nature of the difficulty?
. ....-.,--- . ,

Scat rflespOnte-e.- '7- . .
, ,. -...74. c'

O. Not at aft siggificanti---,
..,t-:.

.1: ; Slightly difficitlt,, I

2. ModerAecy ditfict.4.--'4,' e;-i-,,-..::,,
3. -Veryffiffli_ult --":-'-'"-

., ._
, ,--,

Categories.ofbifficulisy:

T Training or experience.
Q Complex.
M Monotonous.'

. H Heavy work.
.R Rushed.
W Workinotonditions.

Reference: Fruchter, M6rin, & Archer, 1966.. . ,
. .. , \ . t

fosipte to trtiprove'Prcicedutes (asked 61-immidrate,SupervisOrs)
.-

4 `
r , ,

,
,

Baled on your total experience as a supervisor ofe. 4 : (workers), do you feel that
s

for some of their activities there could be a better or moreeffective way Of.doirig
the activity? Tot is, of the activities you checked (in Question 2), could an im -.
prpernent be made'on the present way in whicbotAe workers typically perform- .
an activity? Then,lor, those activities you judge could stand procedural imprditernent,
suggest the main way f6r improving such prodedures._ .-.:,

-

---+
Response Format: ,, ,sr-

- tti ..i ,_ i; `I` >.-
5

a , ' -.'r r
e . ni . 1. Yes/could stand procedural improvement /

2. , No.
.. .v

, It ..
A -

Method of improvement Categories: ,
. 4, - , 1 . /-_

1 Provide a readalale:jeady-reference9HAND8OOK or similar guide for use
( on the job' (Example: Dictionary of technical terms,' Or of equipment

parts). . i ,

D Expand, correct, or clarify the existing`D(R ECTI %/ES. on, tha matter..
-----Ni. Improve the content of formal school TRAINING On thb matter. ,

. R Provide RESEARCH or special study for improving the present migiods
or procedures.
I doh't know how it might b- improved, but I think it can.

0
r * '

OTHER (write in your su s, indicating thetask number).

Reference: Ammermerl& Pr. er, 197
This corresponds to Question 9 for whic the computer program of Volume 5 Cal-
culates summary values.

.
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Poorly Performed Task (asked of immediate supervisor's)

Based 'on your total experience as a supervisor of,... :tworkefs), do you feel that
many workers perfori-n certain of their activities poorly or unsatisfactorily, even after
a reasonable amount of _time on the.job? That is, of the activities you checked (in,
Question 2), which ones are usualjx,not

0
done by experienced vorkers as well as they

could be? Then, for those activities you-judge to be poorly performed, suggest the -

main reason for such performance. w

Response Format:

1. Yes, poorly rform 'ed bY Many.
2. Nop .

Reason Categories:

I Lack of INTEREST or poor'ittitude on the lien of ... (workers). .

T Ineffective job TRAINING on, the matter, in formal school traininla, pro-
grams.

,,,
M Workers are Overburdened with more important MATTERS, and do not

have time to perforiti,this activity rpoperly. -....-
D The activity is an extremety-ErtfrftEttl--T one-to master.

s
.

? I don't know the,reason,, but I lieve the general perfortnance by many
Aworkersi is poor or unlatisfact pr.

0 `OTHER (write in your suggestion, ndiCciting the task number).:,

Reference: Ammerman & Pratzner;1

PERTAINING TO WORK EXPERIENCE

U Time to Qualify (asked of immediate supervisors)

By your standards as a supervisor of One or more ... (workers), when do you expect
that a new ... (worker) should be capable of sa4sfactotily performing eaoli.of the
activities you checked (in Question 2)?..That is, how soon after beginning employ- e

Inent as a ... (worker) do you feel that employee should be able to do each activity
with reasonable competency,? ' N ,

Response Scale and Abbreviated-Questionnaire S/mbols:

W , Within the first WEK on theibb as a ... (worker).
7117-7.-..,-1hiri the first MONTH on the job (but not necessarily within the first

3M Within the first 3 MONTHS on the job (but not necessarily within the
first month}.

6M Within the first, 6,100117HS on the job (but *necessarily within the
first three months)..-
Within the first 'YEAR 'on the job (but Trot necessarily within the first six
months). .- - . .

3Y Within the firstl YEARS onthe job
,

(but not necessarily within the first
year). ' :,,,,, iN.0,._

..:1- 4R
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Y+ Some number of years beyond the first three years tin the job.
0 Competent performance is never necessary for ... (workers) in this

operation. .

Reference: Ammerman & P-=,tzner,,,1974.
This corre§ponds to-Question 8 fox which the computer program

summary values.
1,

Time Interval Before Initial Task Performance (asked of-workers)'

4
4

How soon is,the task performed by, school graduates?

4

of Volume5 calculates

Ca,

Response Scale: .

0 Frtst.month.
1 1 to-3 months.
3' 3to 6 months.
6 6 to 12 months.

12 After 12 months.-

A

a.

11(

Refe'rence: Chamberlain,;964,

Experience Need:Lcf for Task Perfo nance (asked of workers)
. . ..

Response Scale:

1. _None °Mess than 1 mon th.
2. 1)to 2 months.
3. 3 fo 5 months. 440

4. 6 to 11 months..
5. 12 to 17 months.
6. 1840 23 months
7: 24 months or more.

Reference. Morsh & Archer,,1967.

4

. -t

1 Training and Experience Required (asked of workers or Of sypervisors)

4.

I

What amount of training and/or experience is required in order to do the task pro-
ficiently?

Response Scale:

,1. L s than average.
2. Av
.3. More average.
4. Consicf rably more than average:

Reference `Fructiter, Morin, & Archer, 1963.
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PERTAINING TO TRAINING PREPARATION

r

8

4

PI Training Preparation Received (asked of-vvorkerS).

What percentage of your presentkill level in, the task was attained at the completion

of technical school training?

Reference: Fruchtgr, Mor'in,* Archer,1 963.

Extenf of Training in School or Work Experience (asked of workers)

Where id you learn to do the tasks you perform on your job?

Response Scale:

1. Learned fall from school training.
2. Learned almost all of it from school training.

3. Mostly from school training.
4. About fifty-fifty school training and work experience.

5. Mostly from work experience_
6. Almost all from work experience.
7. Learnedit aft ftom work experience.

Referee: Morsh & Archer, 1961.

IN' Method of Learning the Task,fasked of workers)

Response Categories:
;

S Formal school training program.
E Fortyal training given by employer.
J On-the-job'experience.
P Technical publication or manual.

Reecerice:-Morsh & Archer, 1967.

PERTAINING TO TASICASSthANCE

,11 Guidance or Techntal Assistance Required to Perform Task (asked of workers)

t . .

W1)at amount of-instruction or Technical Assistance is prbvided to you onItie job
.

get

immediately prior to or during the performance of this task?

Reference: Chamberlain, 1964.
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-Ammerman, H. L., & pratznor, F. C. Occupational survey report on business data programmers:

Task data from worked and supervisors indicating job relevance and ntraiing criticalness {R&D .-
Series No. 1Q8). C The Ohio State- University The Center for Vocational

,

December 1.974.

REFERENCE SOURCES FOR TASK-TRAINING QUESTIONS

Chambeflain, P. E. Analyzing qUalitative training requirements. In Determining training require-
, ments. Randolph Air Force Base, TX Air Training Command-IUSAF4, September 1964.

AFruchter, B., Morin, R. E., & Archer, W. B. Efficiency of the open -ended inventory'in eliciting
task statements from job incumbents cPRL-TD-R-63-8). Lackland Air Force Base, TX:
Aerospace Medical Division (AFSC), 11`570th Personnel Research Laboratory, March 1963.
(NTIS No. AD-418 980)

Mager, R. F., & Beach, K. M., Jr. Developing vocational instruct*. Palo Alto, CA: Fe/arch, 1967.

,---Morsh, J. E., & Archer, W. B. Procedural guide for conducting occupational suay in the United
States Air Force (PR L-TR-67)1). Lackland Air Force Base, TX: Aerospace Medical Division
(AFSC), Personnel fiesearch_Laboratory, September 1967. (NTIS No. AD-664 036)
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APPENDIX B
-EMPLOYER EXPECTATION_

QUESTIQNNAIREIEEQ)

,.-1111111

C

-
The EEctis intended for affministtion to those persons who are essentially one step higher

than the imrvrediate supervisor of workers in the occupation being studied, unless such immediate
supervisors are near the top of the particulai7employing firm or agency. It consists of two task
questiOns dealing with:

1.. Level of Tasktlevelopment Expe9ted

2. Task Areas for Special Emphasis in Training

.w
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EMPLOYER EXPECTATION
QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR CAPABILITIES OF RECENT GRADUATES OF JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS

BUSINESS DATA PROGRAMMERS

Administered as a research protect of

The Center for Vocal' 041 Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

In collabRration wittl a network of static
currteulutil labOratorleransf vocational
research agencies throughout the nation.

,r--- --,'

rt

1r

---,__----------C-.

T oklet contains three sections. Section A defines the scope of the occupation of Business Data Programmers. Section
asks for some brief background information, Section C asks two,questions. Question I asks for your experienced judgment

about-the level of task performance ability that you expect to be developed by occupational training programs. Question II

asks what.if any, training matters should be emphasized for each task. The task's vary in the degree to which they are relevant
... to the job and in the extent they warrant training prior to employment.

t
I

o
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SECTION ASCOPE OF THE 'OCCUPATION OF INTEREST

The focus of this questionnaire kit on programs of formal training to prepare students for immediate employment as Business Data Programmers. Formal
training programs might be conducted by any of several kinds of institutions. Schools that regularly prepare students for immediate employment includetrade or business schools, corpmunity colleges, technical institutes, and public school vocational programs.

Graduates of training programs should be qualified as general business data programmers, though their job assignments after employment might be limitedto particular programming functions. The training programs would/1/0T be ones designed to prepare students as (a) less than full-fledged programmers such
as junior programmer or programming rk, nor (b) specialized in non-business or peripheral system areas such as engineering and scientific programmer,
systems analyst, or computer console o

Please answer the questionnaire only in relation to training expectations for the Business Data Programmer as defined below.

In general, the Business Data ProgramMer is one who converts statements of business problems.to detailed logical fl charts for codinginto computer languageand solution by means of automatic data-processing equipment. They may analyze workfl charts or diagrams
representing business problems to develop a sequence of program steps, write detailed logical flow charts in symbolic rrn to describe
arithvbc and logical operations.involyed, convert flow charts to language processithle by computer, test program adequacy, correct pro-gram A.rors, prepare written instructions to guide yperaling personnel during production runs, and rework programs to increase operating
efficiency or adapt to new requirements. They dol not typiCally-program scientific data, research analyses, engineering studies, gaming
simulations, or machine automation processes. they may specialize in writing'Arograms for one make and type of computer.

1.

2.

3.

vot

I 1

SECTION B BACKGROUND INFORMATION

ABOliTIHOW MANY RECENT GRADUATES OF JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS DID YOUR IMMEDIATE ORGANIZATION HIRELAST YEAR FOR THIS OCCUPATION? (enter number)
,

ABOUT HOW MANY PERSONSARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED !NTH'S OCCUPATION BY YOUR IMMEDIATE ORGANIZATION,
EVEN THOUGH THEIR PRESENT WORK ASSIGNMENTS MAY BE LIMITED TO PARTICULAR JOB FUNCTIONS? (enter number)'

WHAT IS YOUR PRESENT JOB POSITION'? (check one that is most desciiptive, regardless of actual job title used in your agency)

Top management or owner

Personnel or Training Director for.the organization,
or deputy

Li Member of the personnel, administrative:or training
staff of the organization (and including such positions ;

as Employment Interviewer, selection testing staff, -Job
Analyst, Counselor),

Intermediate management; such as Shop Foreman, Department
Director' Program Manager, Service Manager.

(1. a
Immediate supervisoi of workers in the occupation defined in this study;
such as Chief- Mechanic, Office Manager, Lead Programmer.

Cl Other (plea.w,..uite in):

40 64 .657
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4. WHAT KIND OF EMPLOYING ORGANIZATION OR INDUSTRY DOYOU REPRESENT? (check one most appropriate)

Banking or Finance'

Communications

Construction

Distribution or Transportation'
of Goods or People

Education or Training

Equipment or Vehicle Servicing Mechandismg or Sales

Food Processing

Health or Safety Seivices

Insurance

Legal or Law Enforcement Services

Manufacturing of Products

5. IS YOUR ORGANIZATION A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE ONE? (check one most appropriale)

Natural Resources (othei than Agriculture)

Personal Services

Utility Services (such as power, water, fuel);

Other (please write in).

Private Business or Industry Public Agency or Institution (including federal, state, and local government, education, quasi-
governmental agency, armed forces)

_ IP ' . . , .. .
6. TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU PERSONALLY PARTICIPATE IN THE PROCESS OF SELECTING AND ORIENTING NEW WORKERS IN THE

OCCUPATION DEFINED FOR THIS STUDY? (-check ALL that apply)

Seldom °or riever participate in the selection or orientation
process for these new employees.

Process applisations.and other paper-work for employment.lF7d1

Recruit potential applicants.

Analyze the functions of the employee position to
establish iteperfor rice and skill requirements.

'Advise training insti tutions on what needs to be taught.

Develop standard tests and measures of applicant
.0` capabilities or characteristics.

Screen applicants on the basis of standard tests and/or
biographical information

Lill Observe applicants performing sample portions of the job
activities.

66

Review credentials of applicants and evaluate them on the basis oPeveiall
information available (including such material as interview performance,
references, transcripts, biographical information, test scores, experiefice
background, or likely value to the organization)

dr

Interview applicants.

Informally advise 6n appliglents' meht and potential for effective work
performance.

Approve applicants for em ment and authorize their hiring offer

Formally train new employees, as necessary,

Schedule vtork assignments of new woi ke.rs
-

Ti Directly supervise workers performing in the job position

Other (please write in):

c
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SECTION CRELATING EXPECTATIONS IOB "(ASKS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR QUESTION

Qdestrn I asks wlevel of ability do'yoU expect from new graduates?

For'each of the listed jartasks, CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER "0" to "7 TO IPDICATE THE LEVEL OF TAS K AWLITY THA
TIONAL TRAINING PliOGRAStS ARE EXPECTED TO.DEVELOP in students.

0
. LEVELS OF TASK DEVELOPMENT

Thfa is a rating of the extent that your fir cts that job tfaining programs.should prepare students to perform
each task of the occupation. The following answer. scare is to be used..

e I
O4r)

, . 0 = NO DEVELOPMENT of the task is expected.
It ',,1:, is Expect a GENIEIAL AWARENESS of tfia,task.

, `fit ,.
. .

- 4 =' Expect a tiWSIC ABILITY l;do the task.
5

6 . 4s,
45

7 =' Expect VERY HIGH PROFICIENCY in the skillful fformance of the task,

OlU4 all eight scale levels: as appropriate.
'..j"'.\

The ratings of42vand "3" represent intermediate levels of ability
of "5" end "6" reprelent intermediate levels of ability between '
Series of increasingly higher Niels of skill develtpment prior to
accuracy, or excellence of task performance, be deCeloped.

.

4

, .
,_4 * i , i 4
een i'qNERAL AWARENESS" and "BASIC ABILITY'" Similarly. the ratings

C ABILITY" and "VERY WITH PROFICIENCY.," Thus,'the scale rer9respnts'a '
loy nuin the occupation.. Level 4 implies no expectation that any ad<anced speed.

a 'e
.

The level of performancbility is that which would be developed prior to actual employment experience.
_ . ..

.. should not be considered wben.yoki make your ratings.
1 . '''' r C

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DUEST1014b111
- .

-
Question It asks what trainyareas,lf any, dgwou elipecl to be' p rticularly emphasized in the traidlifig of a*

. , _ ...
1 .%

Listed below are some suggested training areas that might be emphasizes for a tas . for convenience these task related areas are grou under three
Otategories:, JOB CONTEXT, l'ac RSONAL. and 1ECHNICAL. Please tRe the t 'carefully feyiew and understand each area.

-.,_

/'.i , .
Ao t- ..... .

Training apAducted after a worker is hired"
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41.

Where some featur$ other than performance ability is especially importaht in your expectations for task training, PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER from 4

"1" to "11" TO INDICATE A PARTICULAR TYPE'OF TRAINING AREA THAT SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED. More than one area may be entered

cifor a task. However, an area should not be marked for each WO, but only where you expect one or more areas to be particularly emphasized in training.

Where appropriate.,-PgiTE./N ANY ADDITIONAL TRAINING AREA YOU FEEL SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED.

-no SOME.AREAS THATMIGHT BE EMPHASIZED IN TASK {RAINING

JOB CONTEXT

1. TASK ORDER AND TINIING..n; ,5.

Recognizingwhen to dea task, paiecuJarly

R its proper sequence in relation to other work
berg done on the job

2 TASK VALUE:AND PURPOSE

Sensitivity to the actual job value, udfulfiess,
need, or importance of a task.

ETY

$4
Knowledgdof the safety procedures and
precautions that should be dbserveh when,
doing a-task,

4. VARIED WORK CONDIV,W

Ability to do a task under a variety of con-
ditions, events, or circumstartces that may
occur on'the job These may include hazard-
ous, uncomfortable, uncertain, or stressful
sitpationewhich Mace special amends upon/
the worker

. L.

PERSONAL

RELATING TD OWNERS

Developing skill An relating to other people at work.
This may involve teamwmk or cooperation, or per-
sdnel skills in dealing with such people as customers,
officials, other workers, or the general public.

6. WORKER ATTITUDE AND RESPONSIBILITY
Alo

Developing seecial pride m work done. This may
deal with feelings Howard doing quality work and
meeting performance standards, or it may involve

habits that influence how well a
{such as being careful, or ettentiv4.

personal wort
tsk gets do'n
te details). ;

r

TECHNICAL,

7: BASIC EDUCATIONAL SKILLS

Learnint the particular elementary reading, writing,
arithmetic, or speakmg skis needed for effective per-
formance of a task.1This categorf does not include ad-

vanced techtnialevelopinent ofditeracy and c'otnpu-

tational skills.

8. DETECTING DISCREPANCIES
VV.

Recognizing and interpretilig the key events and condi-

-.44ions thin indicate when, something is not meeting per-.

formance standards or is deviating from acceptable
tolerance limits.

TECHNIC:AL KNOWLEDGE

Knowing'and understanding certain key infdrthationT'

or a particular technical concept,triat hasyractical.use n1 e
performing a task. This might involve knowledge of

yocabulary and nomenclature, subject-master ccfhtept:
machine characteristics and sp4cifications, organizational,
or sySlem structufe, advanced computational skills, '-

operating cartnc10s and theories, rules and standards,

or other such technical information

10SUPPORTIVE JOB AIDS

11.

7

Use of a job ad that assists the'worker in doing a task

more effectively or efficiently These aids might be

tools, charts, test instruments, checklists; referenide

guides, templates, procedural manuals, maps; forms,`

wiring diagrams, or other such devices and memory

aids that support task performance

ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Capability for doing a task in mdre than one way or '

more than one type pf thing acted upon. Such flexi-
bility may be important for performing unusual
emergency procedures that may be required in saber
job perforrivince. In some instances flemble approaches

are needed for work on different brands or types of

equipment and mewl*.

. 71



EXAMPLES:
r:

Before beginm
ngt study the following examples of the rating procedure:

a

. 4

,

Question I .

Circle the Level of A I ty Expected to be
Developed in Training

Tasks of the Job
0 = No Development-

1 = General Awareness
2 \
3
4 = Beim Ability
5
6
7 = Very High Proficiency

Question II
Where Some Feature Is &pedan, Important, Enler the Task
Area's) to be Emphasized.

Job Context Personal Technical.

Basic Education
Detect
Discrepancies
Technical
Knowledge
Job Aids

11," Alternate
Methods

1 Order/Timing 5 Relating 7
, 2. Value/Purpose Others --a.
3 Safety 6. Attintude &
4 Vdried Work . Responsibility 9.

Corightions
10.

1. Prqpess requests for new or revised reports 1-

12.!--Write-programs for research information retrieval

As-.Design report .forreau;.
,

4 Prepare statisttiklsommaries of data

5. Analyze program eleluatiqns, reviews, or
, reports for problem identrtrcati?n."

0

0

1

1

1

1 7 3 4

1'

29 3 4 5
2.. 0 4 f5 6

. -

2 3 OS '' 5- 6

,*962 .4,

a *6
i

'5 6

ID the first lk, no school training is expected, and therefore no areascan beemphatized

F
-Ear tasls,tinio, some Ability to do it 4s expected.; and it is important for the new worker to know what other tasks relate to this work andneed to be coordinated with it Special trair-upg on forrpats for repprtini the information retpeveci is expected, as well as ability to use

. moie tharIne format within the same pilaatat'n.,..,,:...t.I...'s .

, a ;-"..il- . ,...
.
. ...` _For task three, basic ability >to do it is expected; but Olo ti-ainingareas are esdbcially important '. -.

N , °i
,-

For task four, some skill in Oirforming accurately is expected, and training grAuetes should pe'able.to seek out assistance asthey, need it 1 . /,
,. .: For task five, little actual peeformanc4 ability is expected tq be tyined, but new, graduates are expected to Know what

0.

7

7 17,7fr
7.

flet=4,01"0 WAWAti 447MAL_
.r 8

4

discrepancies inditapi the existence 9f a programming- problem. .-

Bea) rtlit6Cri ATifSW alVerazy .

PLEASE 'RATE ALL TASKS ON.QUESTION I
BEFORE ANSWERING QUESTION11,

,

a

.
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Tasks ofthe Job

u esti o n 1 Question 11

Crete the Level bf Atifity Expected tiffs
likweloped in Training

.
Where Some Filature Is Espec,ally Important, Enter the Task
Ares(*) to be Emphasized , ..

0 = No Development
1 = Genus/ Awareness
2
3
4 Ba'sic Ability
5.,

. 6
7 = Very High Proficiency

Job Cosext
1. OrderfTiming
2. Value/Purpose
3. Safety
4. Varied Work

Conditions
.

Perseal ,

5. Relating to
Others

6 Attitude &
Responsibilety

:7

Technical
7 Basic Education
8 Detect

Discrepancies
9 "fechnical

Knowledge e-
10 Job Aids
11 Alternate

Methods

DUTY A SYSTEM ORGANIZING AND PLANNING ACT I V lT1ES (for Data Services. ADft Equipment Operations, and Data Systems Analysis and Design/

1 Anaiyze company operations to determine
wnere most s gmficant improvements can be ,
made

1

2 Analyze data processed to make sure that
des rtio , n for ma is obtained- ' .

Ni. 3 Ana.yzejnlittioiai area reports for formic errors

4 Conoilc on:the lob t-a,ning for data services
personnel C, 4,

i,,4
. ... qeyeop standardhand factkrs for use in

. management conttl systems
S

...I

6 Evaiu3te wprk perforriGice of data services
,7.. pirsonnt, 0 t ii,

7 .Inspect wet o process date

8 'orient Elew ata se' rviceNersonnel
,

9t Mnta,n training ` records for Tata service's
Per sonnti

10 Notify person of prime resppnsibilety of
deadlines

0 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7

e

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

/"N--.1
0 2 3 '4 5 6 C 7

4
0 ' 1 2 3 4 , 5 6 7

,-

1 3 4 5 6
I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1

0 1, 2 3 iiii, 4. 5 `6 7

0 1 2- 3 4 5 6 7

0 2 " 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a
0 1 2

3
4 5 6 7

6
p 2 3 4 5 6 7

_..
0, 41 2 .41101v 4 5 6 7

0 ' 1 34 1 5 f; 7/ ..

i f Review,operat;ops to de more effit.ent
I pipedures .-,. _

6,2 Serve on inspection teams to evaluate other

": data systems units. .
13. Coordinate errors in programming logic with

programmers
_

14 Deveilicomputer operating instructions
'. ' '' N.

15; .Evalu$se performance history on specific
' lobs , .

.
..

... 'IV

IP

4

4

fi

. 7 5
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Question I Questkes II
Cite lithe Level of Ability Expected to be
Cleveloped in Training

Where
trials)

Some Feature Is Especially 4f/wort-ant, Enter the Task
to be Emphasized

Context Personal Technical0 = No Development Job
1 = General Awareness 1. Order/Timing 5. Relating to 7. Basic Education

Tasks of Job , 2 2. Value/Purpose Others 8. Detect
3 3. Safety 6. Attitude & Discrepancies
4 = Basic Ability 4. Varied Work Responsibility 9. Technical
5 Conditions Knowledge
6 10. Job Auk'
7 = Very High Proficiency 11. Alternate

Methods

V

Ns

16. Inform person of prime responsibility of
errors in input data.

17. Plan and conduct ontheob train inlin data
processing equipment operator).

18. Prepare cost reports and cost estimates for data
automation equipment

1p Prepare operating tristructibns concerning local
reports.

20 Prepare recommendations for local operating
Instructions concerning programs . .

*21 Schedule machine inspection and repair.

22 Train petsonnel in method of creating input
and using output.

23 Control error correction reruns

24 Coordinate with staff in the development of
new systems

./4
25 Document new computer processes

26 Establish systems analysis and design priorities

27 'Est tAate systems-analysis and design work
requirements

28 Inspect systems analysis and design activities.

29 Prepare recommendations for needed data
systems equipment

0 .1 2 3

2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

D 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 3

0 1 2 3.

4 5 6 7

4. 5

4 5 6 - 7

4 5 6- 7

4 -5 6 7

4 r's , 5 6

5 6 7 -

4 & 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 t 5 6 7

.4 5 '6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7



D'JTY B ORGANIZING AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES FOR PROGRAMMING

'30 Conduct on-the-sob training in programming

31. Coordinate flow of data from one report
to another

32 Coordinate programming requirements with
machine configuration

1 2 3 -4 5 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 i6 7

0 1 2 - 3 4 5 6 7

33 Coordinate with functional areas on program- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ming aspects of new systems being devised '

34 Coordinate with operations on preparation of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
computer operating instructions

^,

35 Coordinate with systems designers on pro- 0 1 2 3 4 '5 6 ' 73 gramming aspects of reports being developed

,
36 ' Deverop local operating procedures for pro- 0 1 2 3 4 5 P

S

_s 7

37 Develop programming itis, 0 1 2 3

grammng

05*6 7

Pk\''#
38 Develop program test and mainten ce systems 0 1 2^^_` 0- 4 5 6 7

39 -Establish programming prioy es 0 ' 0elVs 3 4 ;5 6 7

. tik?° .t,
.740 fi- Evaluate proficaitlinay of Pfograrraming peFsonnel CP i .2 3 (5 6

1 \Vto determine Ttain.ng needs 01
41 ,EwDuate work performanAn ,1 .imers 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7\ft:C°

COI \47 Identify proble'fn arias,C,T, .3ting systems 0 1 2 3 4 5' 6 7

43 Maintain instruction worksheets f or oeerational 0 1 '2 3 .4 . 5 6 7
programs ,

44 Orient newly assigned programmes . 0 1 2 3 4 b 6 7

45 iPerform program analysis 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

46 Prepare correspondenCe concerning data services. 0 1 2 3 4 5 , 6 7

47 Process request for new or revised reports 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

48 Requisition prOgramming'aids 0 1-1 2 3 4 5 6, 7

49 Review detail flow charts prior to preparation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
of programs

50 Schedule developnrIent of programs 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

78

4

'79
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t
The following statements ,and open-ended question provide an opportunitylor you to evaluate this approaca to the-identification of what job training
programs are expected to have accomplished for each training graduate. Your judgment and suggestions Will be important information in the evaluation
of this procedure. Feel free to comment at any point. ., 0 b

.-
I .

Pass read each of the following statements about tM overall twenty of the employer-expectation questionnaire. Circle-the symbol on the right Which-
best describes your feelings about each statement. These symbols.are.defined as follows: ,

d*,, .- .
SA = Strongly Agree

. . I, A -4 Agree
4#. . U = Undecided

D = Disagree,
', . . gD = Strongly Disagree

I t
.4 The definition of the oc,cupation'and

.

its litnitatiOns in scope were sufficiently desCriptive
0. .

and broad enoughto identify similar employee position in this firm.,

k

.6p

2. The overall format seemed reasonablylimple and straightforward.

3. I feel reasonably confident' that my ratings communicate fairly accurately
graduates to-have learned in thejob training program. .

what We expect recent .

'4. -, I found it rpsonibly easy to think of our expectations in terms of the tasks listed in the
questionnaire.

.

4 .-
5. The categories and instructuThs for noting training areas were reasonably pear and undetttandable.

J '
6. The task ratings and the trainizig areas seem 'to be a reasonable way to describe wha,t a new

employee is expected to knowlor be Able to do on this type of job. i
ii'Cibuld you suggest or recommend the use bf an entirely different way ollidentifyin§ t

14

4'

SA A , U SD

- SA A U D SQ

SA A SD

"S'A* A U D SD'

SA A U D 'SD-

SA A U D SD

content of a training program? Please describe.

ti



APPENDIX
tui%iimARY olf,1,RAINING,NEOs

FOR 150 TAW RECEVAINfir

TOIONERL SECRETARIES.

.0o

(taken from c ,sample of kotkt "half of 11 tasks found.
rativant,to'the occupation;Ato illustrate one possible$
way of reporting TPOs derived for an occupation)

'411iPPifty, 'V

.""

I
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Relevant Tasks of the Job

.

Level of Task Development
, 3 = Non-Performante jssues Only

4 = Basic Ability to Do Task Task Areas
5 = Do Task to Some Standard

of Performance tO. .

6 = Do Task With Very High _.Einphasize
Proficiency

(

DUTY A: ,ORGANIZING AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES

0*
Arrange for.training ais; facilities, and equipment,.

Arrange itineraries for speakers, salesmen, and others.

Assign personnel tolob positions.I A, ,.
.

. ii
Assign space for equlOrtlent and supplies.

- ..'
Assign specific work to individual's.

4 NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING ,t

NO,TRAINING

Compile one rep ft from numeroutsmall ones. 3 0 5 6
. ,

CoMpile periodic reports. 3 C) , 5 6
4 lik

Compose,copy at the typewriter.,
, ,

, 3 4
I

Compose written directions to other office workers.
-

Decide on leastaexpensive and most desirable way to
communicate (tqlegrarn, long distance 6117 etc.)

Develop procedures 'for.the mN'tenance of' news files.
and reference libraries.

Distribute keys to authorized employees.

Draft and submit job description./

Draft policy recomMendations subinission to
higher authority.

Draft recommended changes to'handbooks;manuals,
publications, and forms. .

. Establish operating procedures for.suipense files.

Establish procedures foirthe chstnbutit of forms,' r
reporti, and publications. i

- c
Hehdle service calls on eiluiprnent.

V

g .

O 6 Basic'
.Educatioti

30 5 6

0 4
5 .6

NO TA1N+N.G

NO TRAINING

N.0 TRAINING

NO TRAINING

RAINING

0 TRA " ,NG

No TqA1 NG

NO TRAINING



(

t

Relevant Tasks of the Job

Hear complaints ins office and o ver telephon

II
Inspect comribttee membership ,lists (names, addresses`.

'Make arrangements for centralized department to
duplicate materials. -r

Make arrangements for guests or visitors,kg., enter-
tainment, motel, transpoptioni.

Mail or forward personnel records.

,

Miintain list of personnel authorized to submit
purchase requests.

Order supplies of various kinds for the office (from
suppliers or dentral supply department).

Pla nd schedule work assignments and priorities.

'Prepare agenda for meetings:.
-

:

Prepare and maintain personnel promotion folders.
.

prepare drafts of c.iirrespondelie, directives,.or repdrts.

Prepare requests for quotations or proposals.

f: Prepare-requisitions for supplies or-equipment.

° Prepare shipping instructions.
-

Process requests for ebstitutions or
putohase or delivery orders.

Recommend 'applicants for employment.

Renew newspapers anillinagazine-subscriptions

changes to

'
ScheduleappoizMents'an.d conferences.

ScheduleeMployee vacarons

Schedule office rnachrne inspections
- , ,

r.

-

77

L.

Level of Task Areas
Task Development to

Emphasize

3 4 6

NO TRANINg

No TRAINING

0 4 5 6

°NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

0
0

Relating to
Others

Technical
4 5 6. Knowledge

4 5 6 Relating to
Others

4 5 6

NO TRAINING .

3 . 4 0 6

NO TRAINING
ao0 4 4'5 6

NO TRAININGilt

NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

-3 @ 5 6
'NO TRAINING-

NO TRAINING

84 .

-

r.



Relevant Tasks of the .1613

'Task iireas
Level of to

Task Development emphasize

Select equipment and sypplies to be ordered.

Select or order furnishings for office.

3 s

NO TRAINING

Send out invitations. 1-- NO TRAINING
,

Write letters of condolence or congratulatiOnsi. - - . 3 C) 5 6

DUTY 8: PERSONAL ACTIVITIES FOR EMPLOYER

Ack owledge letters of congratulations.

Assist in plans for entertaining, recepti4s, or dinner,.

Confer with employer on policy.

0:iodinate with other personnel on v'arious matters fo.r.
employer.

'mtive checks to employer for signature.

Keep list- of credit card.hOmbers.

Keep personal business,diary for employer.
, .

Make engagements and appointments for emtilOYer.

.

Make travel. arrangements,for employer. 3 ® 5- 6 .

.

-Basic
Education

5 6

NO TRAINING

® 4 5 6

Relatirig to
3 .0 .5 6 Others

NO TRAINING

NO

P4' NO

3

RAINING

114 I.

5 6 Value/Purpose;
Relating to

-'Others

Prepare day's schedulejor
fh

Prepare itinerary or sched ule thr, erTipoyer's trips.
r 4110'

. , NO TRAINING : .

0 4 . 5 6 Attitude and
.1 ,

.

Responsibility,

C-.) /6 Order/Timin9Remind employer of engagements, dates, or things to do.

Stgremployers mail- (his signature).

PUTY'C: ASSESSMENT ANDI.RAIN INb ACTIVITIES
4

Conduct on -the -job training ofilefice personnel.

aii 78t'

O4- 5' J 6 Value/PUrpose

r .

NO TRAINING . .

.



.,

3 lb-Relevant TatitOthe Job

I

Demonstrateequipment and Procedures,

Dispose of unneeded do'cuments'and records

Ectit''and review correspondence and reports,prepared by
other staff:

Inspect accuracy of entries in personnel records

Inspect accuracy of figures submitted to employer by
other employees.

. t
Inspect material received forcompleteness'and damages.

Inspect travel vouchers.

Prepare audipvisual materials te.g., transparencies, tay;
recordings).

Prepare -,performance reports.

DUTY D: DICTATION ABLATED ACTIVITIES

Level of -1,f Task Area
, Task Developm4nt to .

.. , Emphasize

3\10i-RAINING'
. .

3 5

3 4 6

NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

Value/Purpose.

NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

,NO TRAINING

NO T:RAINING

Edit I tters dictated-by erppl
. .

* Knowledge
4_ ..

1 :

Take dictatiormt the typewriter (t ledictatioh 1 ' . i
.:.

as employer dictates). , ri NO TRA
I

' * ' 4 I-

Takedictation over the telephone _ Ir

/

4 3 @ 5
.,

''' r
,

3 4 O 6 Technical .TranScrille ItYpe) copy. from diCtaphone
Knowledge

- Transcribe, (type) col" from shorthand outline 3 4 5 Basic
Education

, ."

Write group prdL ings OF conferences in shortharfd

Write_shorthand from more than one person (butt only
one at -a tjme).

\Nt

( 4 .

79

IP 0-6
L.)

4 6

V
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Relevant Tasks of the Job.

DUTY E: ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES

.

Administer invest or petty cash fuhds.

Keep books and/or ledger for any purpose.

Keep deify attendance of emplOyees./
Keep petty each account.

Mairitain stack cif business forms.

'Order typewrijing supplies and eqUipment, (erasers,
ribbons, etc.). , .

.Prepare' employer's business e statement,

Prepare purchase orders, ingbices, vouchers, and receipts.

0
timeRecord time card or time clock data on payioll formi.

Secure 'quotations on suppljes (from supplier).

DUTY F: RECEPTION ACTIVITIES

I
-Level of ,

Task Development
. . .

Tot Areas
. to.

'Emphasize

y , .

NO' TRAINING

LO 5 6 asic
ducatiran

1 -kI,
3 Co) 5

.

1NO TRAINING

(40' TRAINING

.0 4 5' 6
e

3 (.4.)- 5 6

3 0 5 6. '

NO TRAINING

Collect money from office employees fir various purposes.

Direct people fo proper office or departrrfent.'
,

,

FolloVv up. on itten notices for meetings lay telephone,\
Greet callers ordvisitors.

Maintain record ,qt long
.

Make introdyctions.
s

Place telephone calls.

ice

.
Relay or refer telephone calls to a .ther deOrtment.

6

Att

/-

NO TRAIi41116N'

4

-NO TRAINING".

1(1)4- 5 --6-.-_R41atirlg to
Others'

4 .5 0
_ ti

C.) 4 5 6 Relating
others

_

- NO TRAINING

NO TRAIN I-NG

3 4O 5 6 Basic
EdUcation

1

-' .t."` A

;4r.,
,

t
#, let # )
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Relevant Tasks of the job

a. a
. t

' - Level-of , Task Areas
..-

Task Deyelopment to
Emphasize '

Screen employer's calls

--011Ci receike telegrams or cablegrams
."

DUTY G: CLERICAL ACTIVITIES .
gy

Address lettert and packages. 3 ' 4
.

Assemble.and staple
0duplicated materials. NO TRAINING

Attath pertinent correspondence to incoming mail to
3'1' 1---4\)refresh

ap
employer's memory. ,

4 ... ,__.

Clean typewriter. . 0 44
Compare copy for legibility and 3 0 5, 6

Edit Maritaripts:- _, 3/ 4- if

6, -"Value/Purpose,
Relating to
Ofhers, Nsic
Education

5 y

Make correctionson original anjp1 carbon copies. 3 4 0 6 ,
Make folders and folder titles for files frabels).. . 3 0' 5, -6 \
Make notes on incoming mail whiCh &player should see. 3-' (.4) 5 - 6

(.

A .

a Prepare material for printer cr publisher.
, * _ i 3, 4 0 6 Technical. , .

4

, - r. ,
_

Knp
.4

wledge

. _
+4, 40. %

_-Prepare-or. obtatn.olf fee or_ ref'reshmentsfor employer or -
..., %Jests., . NO TrrAlf4INI9...- - ... .... ........, _ .....:......_,... ........_ _,... _, -a- ... ..-

Prepare travel ,vouchers - 0 4 5 6
V .

' Proofread typewritten copy, 3 4
5. 0 .. trlii

a ..
;--- Type and correct offset masters (n;aits or in'ultilith) (2,) '4. 5 .6- . ,

C> 5. O.
.

' Tyee and correct spirit' mdstees . ,
r .3

4 , f . O.

Type and correct steoLit.,. Irrilcirooftraplcapro( eW ..
.... -3 0 '

6 ..,
i

"Type, andride 01)01,1r.11,ctor kil I t.151c., «)Iticcirr,,,r?Mys of .

,e. oi tic resi, ..... .. . ..,, 3 .4..(:) 'k_ .p .- ..., -..
. ,

V C)-c,. 0

I

I

cl#
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Level'ott Task Areas
Relevant Tasks of the Job Task Deverhpl;lent to *4

, Emphasize

Type bids end proposals.
21,

Type business letters.

Typecalds (index cardS, tile cards, "address finder" cards).

Type copy in outline form..

Type copy %Owe all lines end on the right margin
(justifying). 30 5 6

Type display or decorative type copy. NO TRAINING

3 5-

3 4 5 ,CY Basic
Education

0 5 6-
3 C) 6 Basic

Education

Type entries on printed forms.

Type fill-ins on duplicated letters or bulletins (e.g , letters). 3 0 5 6
. , .

- :

Type final copy frOm rough-draft copy. 3 4 5 0
- .

3 4 0 6

Type inforcnition eni continuous roll tape (gurrirdedbaCk,
or self-searing back). NO TRAINING'

Type legal agreements. NO TRAINING'

Type manuscripts or reports.

type memorandums,

4'2--

DUTY H: PILINGACTIVITIES

Clip and coilect magatzine articles, or newspapers of interest.' NO TRAINING-

"-
File materials. -

,
. Educaliort

,

_ -

'2. 'f.'

Keep dardindexes of various kinds.

Maintain cross referiteelistings.
i

Maintain index of forms and publications.
, ..

Maintalr inventoryte forms and publications.
.

.111.
Ili .. .

,

.4

.

, .

or '

4 .

3 4 @
)'3 W 5 6 '

Technical`
Krtmledge

(3. U 5 6

3. 4O 5 6

3 -5 6-

3 (:) 5 6

a.
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Relevant Tasks of the Job
Level Of Task Amos

Task Development to
EmphisizeJ

Maintain libray card catalog.

. Merge or revise files

Process, and file correspondence
(_,

Search for lost materials in &lest

NO TRAINING

3 4 0 6
3 4 L5.) 6

3 4 5 6
Soft materials for filing. 3.40 5 .6.

Titsfeji records to inactive files. 3 5 6

DUTY I: MAIL AND DISTRIBUTION ACTIOTIES.

Calculate postal rates.
1.

Distribute incoming ancroutgoing mail.

. DistribLite prcimotional material for events such as charity
`.drives.

... .,
.. Distribute supplies, forms, and ,publications.

Forward mail.

Hand carry items, such as purchase orders or contracts, to
the vendor.

Maintain current mail.routing guide or distribution lists.

Make up, check, ,ayid distribute malting list.

Mark, or- enclose materials for outgoing marl

Open and read mail

Process outgoing mail .

Receive, time stamp, and route messages

Sign for registered or certified mail.

Stuff, bundle, sore, and/orlabel Ongoing mail.

Take mail to mail room or mail bog.

Take mail to post, office.

1

NO TRAINING

3 0 5

NO .

NO-TRAINING

5 6

NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

NO TRAINING

3_40 5- .6.

NO TRAINING
. /

3 Oi 5. 6

NO TRAIMING

NO TRAINING

. NO TRAINING
, _q .

NO TRAINING*

1 .
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RELATED PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE FROM THE CENTER `FORWOCATIONAL EDUCATION
e

OTHER METHODOLOGIES FOR DE,RIVING C,URRICULUM CONTENT

Related Center publications augmenting the procedures and guidelines of the five volume Performance Content for Job Training are

The initial adaptation of U S Air Force occupational survey procedures for application in civilian contexts This version provides
a useful introduction to the methodology of task inventory surveys

,ProceduKes for Constructing and Using Task Inventories (R&D Series No 91), March 1973
.. ,.

Complementing the focus on the task performance content of Jobs is the methodology for surveying work-related technical con-
cepts which have actical use to workers in the 'effective performanceof their tot Concept inventory procedures are described and a

odescriptive report lob significance ratings is for concepts in the occupations of automotive mechanics, business data program-

pi

risers, and general s retaries
. .. . .. i

Rating the Job Significance of Technical Concepts_ AnApplication to _Thsee_Occupaiions (R&D Serres N6 105), 44*-,.--,,--- -...-.. Ciecembdel 974 -

. ,Eicploratory ways of identifying that work-relevant affect by which workers in an occupation approach their lob, their coworkers,
and the entire work environment Procedures are suggested, andinitial tryout results are reported, for a promising apprOach to the identi- -1..

..fication of those non-technical aspects of ,the Job which contribute to worker satisfaction and success A companion report is provided .
for processing the associated worker data -4

A piethoddlogy to Assess the Content and Structure of Affective and Descriptive Meanings-Associated. with the
Work Environment (R&D Series No 98), December 1974

RCMAT ATomputer Program to Calculate a Measure of Associative Verbal Relatednes4 (Occasional Paper No 6), 1975,

OCCUpATIONAL SURVEY REPORTS .
Providing field data for establishing the methodology of the five vo4ume Performance Content for Job Tfairung are

Three reports of task surveysconducted for specific occupations These 1974 surveys were obtained from numerous communities
in eight states distribute across the nation Both workers and immediate supervisors, 200 per occupation, provided task data on an array
of experimental4questiorfis pertaining to (a) task occurrence, (b) frequency of task performance, (c) tasi significance to the lob, (d) time
on Job before task qualifiiation expected, le) task iniportance-to the tab, (f) 'Liggestions of performance problem areas, and (g) primary
learning locations for each task.

Occupational Survey Report on Business Data Programmers Task Data from Workers and Supervisors Indicating
Job Relevance and Training Criticalness (R&D Series No 108), December 1974

. .

Occupational ,Sur'vey Report on General Secretaries Task Data from Workers and Supervisors Indicating Job
' Relevance and TrainingCrititalness (R&D Series No 109), January 1975

Occupational Survey Report on Au tPmotive Mechanics Task Data from Workers and Supervisors Indicating Jab
,Relevance and Training Criticalness (R&D Series No 110), January 1975

A 1971 survey of workers in one metropolitan area was conducted f r entire occupational areas incorporating several specific occu-
pations-,Field data were obtained on (a) task occurrence and (b) relative pro rtion of time spent on each task The survey reports
include comparisons between related occupations, and generate the initial listirig of tasks used in subsequent studies of specific occupations
within each.occupationai field

Automotive Mechanics OccupationatPerformance Survey (R&D Series No 86), March 197 7

Secretarial ScienceOccupational Performance Survey (R&D Sines No.87), Mafir 1973,
Business,Data Processing Occupational Performance Survey fR&D Series No 8a1, March 1 ,

SURVEY OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPERS -
,. ,,........ - .

Providing information on the activities and needs of curriculum developers is the 19+74 survey of more than Tab persons in4ducation and
training, both public and private, throughout the nation The survey analysis emphasizes the risponses of aurr4lern developers concerned with
yocational education to the list st,68 work activities, but includes other areas of public educton, business/industry, and government agencies '
Responses were given to activity questions peVaining to (a) occurrence of the activity, (b) degree of prjoblern encountered in performing each
activitli, and (c) activity Importance to the lob Jk

. f ,

Activities, Problems, and Needs of Curriculum Developers A National Survey (R&D Series NO 115), May 1976

TASK INVENTORY EXCHANGE * , r .

4
To promote the sharing and general availabilitp of task inventories and of occupational stvet's, a central cleickighouse is Conducted for

' II ... . ., .

the collection and dissemination of materials-prepared by agencies in educatipn, labor, agricUlture, industry: burness, government, the professions,
and various specialmterest groups Three volumes of a doiectory of over 800 available task inventories so.far have been published Additionally,
asymposium,on methodologies was spcipsored at which 15 presentations were made tp an audience of 158persons from 26 slags, sharing their .
experiences, Problems, solutions, and,rlinking on various aspects.of the issue- '

Task
t, ,,

Directory of TasK Invenrorief Volume 1, 1974 (NIN Series No p), January '1975

Directgrzof Task Inven%ries Volume 2, 1975 (UN Series No 7), 1'975ir
Directory of Task Inventories Volume 3, 1976 (UN Series No 8), 1976 -
Proceedings of-aSympostyro on Task AnalyseVask Inventoriei (UN Series No 10), November 1975
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